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PADUCAH. KY.. SATURDAY EVENING. APRIL
13 1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

10 CENTS PER WEEK

HIGH SCHOOL WINS
FROM GULLEY TEAM

Should Leave tho Seventh and
Eighth Grades Alone

Score is Fifteen to Three in an
Interesting Game

Present Plan Subtierves Two
aluable Purposes and Chlidren Like
• Department Teachers.

Boys Will
I'lay
With Metropolis
High School Next Saturday According to Plan.

1COUNCIL NAMES
CITY OFFICIALS
The Court of Appeals Sustains
Judge Reed
\Xs.,
Board of Public Works Attempted St
Appoint Martet Master and
Sewer Inspector,
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Demand Will Be Made For Release of
Harry Mato on Bond-Nett) Sensation

ALL ROPES TAUT
AND BOATS TIE UP

n

TRAVELING MEN'S
MEETING TONIGHT

1$

COUNCIL

HAD

ACTML

virtu:W.
By a score of 15 to 3 the High
Partly cloudy and continued eokl
School baseball team defeated
Charles Bell is market master, and
the
If,
tonight and Sunday.. Highest temper.
Cutlet's yesterday afternoon in a
A. Bundesman is sewer inspector.
Share yesterday, 52; lowest today, 33.
.:
game at League park. The weather
The court of appeals upheld the deCI:7,
cision of Judge Reed, that the genwas a little cold and this accounted
v
41,io
..-e••
eral council has authority' to
for the bobbles made by the players,
ABNER MURDERERS.
apf=
•
point these two officials. Some membut it was a good practice game. The
Beattyville, Ky., April 13.
bers of the board of _public works
High school boys had
Late last night Jeptha Murrell
Foraker: "Huh, he won't eat out o' anybody's hand but tr.:no!"
a
batting
thought otherwise. City Solicitor
streak and hit them hard. Fisher's
and Bud Begley were arrested
-Donaheu in ClaweIanci Pen Dealer.
Campbel: assured the general counpitching for the High school was the
here charged with killing Jesse
cil that he thought it had the aufeature of the game. McChesney and
Abner, otiose body was found
thority. The members of the board of
Block were the battery for Culley
on the roadside. They claim anpublic works employed lawyers, who
and the High school lined up as folother man did the killing.
brought in an opinion in accordance
lows: Gallagher, c.; Fisher, p.; Yeiwith the views of the board. They
ser, lb.; Katterjehn, 24).; Elliott, 3h.
BIG SNOW.
then named Joseph Potter market
Detroit April 13.-Ilispatches
Bagby, as. Epperheimer, If.; Halley,
master and A. Franke sewer Inspeccf.; Burton, rf.
front the upper peninsula say
tor. The next step was a suit and he
Copper county is buried under
Metropolis High school wanted the
general council won through the
snowdrifts four to eight feet
local High school to go there today
New York, April 13.-The sensacourts.
for a game but the game was deferdeep, following a srewstorni,
tion today in the Thaw case was the
red until next Saturday.
which lasted six dais and prac,making public by the defense attorCURB HARRIMAN.
!badly caused a suspension of
neys, of a letter, which they say was
bushiess and means of transporAMERICAN GAMES POSTPONED.
Union Pacific Will Reorgani
written to Thaw by Howard Nesbit,
end
Chicago April 13.--- All American
tation.
Get Young Blood.
brother of Evelyn Thaw, asking for
league games were postponed today
a loan
$100 and swearing hereon account of bad weather.
Windswept River is Danger- after to of
CABINET ,WORKS BURN.
New York, Apri. 13.-Some of the
the prisoner, The letter was Bad Weather Affects Retail
Chester, Pa., April 13.-The
direefors of the Union Pacific railroad
delivered to Thaw in the Tombs yesous
to
Small
Craft
and
Many
BOSTON BEATS BROOKLYN.
• Trade and Outdoor Opera- favor a material reduction of the exKeystone Otibinet Works, emterday, according to the lawyers.
Narrow Escapes are RecordR
E
ploying over 200 men, was detions, and All Lines Feel Ef- traordinary powers conferred upon
Boston
1 6 1
stroyed by tire today. The origin
its president, Edward H. Harriman,
ed
Today
New York, April 13.-A demand
Brooklyn
0 3 2
fect of Slack in Business
of the fire is unknown. The
which make the company a one-man
for
the
release
of
Harry
Batteries- Young and Needham;
Thaw on
hew is 9100,000. .
affair,
ball, pending retrial on the charge of
Stricklett and Butler.
In the hope of appeasing the Union
killing Stanford White, will be made
All other National league games SUSPENSION
OF
BUSINESS
,
SHOOTS THREE.
Pacific
LABOR
stockholders and eliminating
EMPLOYE
D
ON
RIVER.
probably Monday. Every effort will
were postponed on account of bad
New York, April 13.-.1
the public distrust In the securities
be made to secure his freedom untii
weather.
nious shooting affray
occurred
of the Harriman roads it Is proposed
he again faces a jury. Thaw's famtoday in a
Bronx
Increasing velocity
apartment
to put some new blood in the execuof the wind ily are prepared
NO Ek`FlekfT,
to offer bend in any Bank clearings
$827.700 tive committee
house in which three pertains
made navigation on the river today
, reorganize the body
sum to serum his. release. District Same week last year
703,604 and adopt resolutions taking away'
were fatally wounded. Frank
and last night a dangerous uudertuks
White Howie Has No Comment on
Attorney Jerome will vigorousl,y opcrease ....... ......
Matheson wielded a revolver and
ng. There has not been a rope on
;rout Mr. Harriman soma et Me powForaker Speech.
pose his release.
empt::-d its Anients into his
he river but has been, tate for the
ers which hate provoked so much
Washington, April 13.--If Senator
Indications are that Thaw will
sat four days and the strain somewife, George Hoffman and Arthur
Comparison of the figures given criticism. At present the executive
Foraker expected to "get a rise" out
Imes has been sufficient to break have to remain in jail until the case for this week and the corresponding committee has
Gansheiman. Jealousy Is supall the powers of the
of President Roosevelt with his Canhem. The Clyde's stern line broke Is finally disposed of as Jerome is, week of 1906 show that a large vol- directors when
posed to have caused the trouble.
the latter are not in,
ton speech, he will be disappointed.
determine
d
in
view
of the standing ume of business
-esterday and the boat Is now standwas done in both session and Mr. Harrimantas all the
The president is as calm and un- ng with
head on shore and stern of the jury of seven to five for con- periods. However, the conditions this powers of the
FREIGHT RATE)(.
exeeutive committee
ruffled as if he had not heard of such straight out in the river. No attempt viction to prosecute Thaw again. Toweek i were much more adverse for when that body is not. in session.
Pittsburg, April 13.-As soon
In
a thing as Foraker's opening gun in was made at all to bring the sand day Thaw's attorneys vigorously deny business
as details can be worked out a
in both wholesale and re- other words, Mr. Harriman
can do at
the Ohio campakn. In truth, it was digger back to this side from Illi- that they have been released, but it
tail trades, than they were last tear. he pleases
general advance in freight rates
except for the few minutes
learned through white house sources nois, as is the usual nightly custom, is said Mrs. William Thaw has
de- The weather has had a perceptible once a seek
will he announced by the princior once a month when
that Mr. Foraker's speech did not Im- because the boats were afraid to go termined on a change,
effect on the entire business wtinld,
pal railroads of the country,
the committees are In session.
press the president at all strongly, across in the face of the swells and
stopping
It is said T-haviii counsel decided to
rettk11 trade by unseasonawhile the new schedule will not
and instead of making any reply to It, wind. It was feared that the icing proceed by going before
the supreme ble temperatore.and retarding wholeapply to all articles carried, the
TENNESSEE BERIUES
directly or indirectly, the president sand barge would not stand thestrain court justice of some,
other county sale trade because the retail trade
change will be eo sweeping it
will wait unti•! the senator "really The crew of the• sand 'digger made and swearing
was
not
normal.
The
sale
of
spring
out
a
writ
of habeas
will practically revolutionize the
Seen On Nlarket Today and Hope
says something" before he dips fur- precarious trips to the city in skiffs, corpus on which to
base a plea for and summer clothing has been cut
business.
Springs Eternal.
caving a watchman over there last
ther into the Ohio-fight.
Into sharply because the cold weaththe release of the prisoner on bail.
night. The I. N. Hook returned from
er has enabled the people to delay
WANT CONVENTIONS.
Strawberries shipped from TenBtookport last night, having suctheir purchases another week. GenGovernor Folk Signs WM
Tubs, 1. T., April 13.-Tulsa,
Clutnge of Venue.
erally it has been too disagreeable nessee could be had on market this
Jefferson City, Mo., April 13.-Gov ceeded in getting the four leaking
White Plains, N. Y., April 13.through its commercial club tofor the shopping which a warm,wind- morning. The earlier berries have all
ernor Folk today signed tile bill barges into shape to weather the
The
report is current here this afterday formally invited the 'Republess day brings forth. All the spring been shipped from Mississippi and
passed by the recent session of the gale. Yesterday there were few rivnoon that District Attorney Jerome
lican, Democrat national _ congo
to
men
er
cared
down
on
who
shopping
has not been done by any other of the states fully as far south.
legislature, proAlbiting railway teleofficially will seek to change the means, and
ventions to meet here next year.
with the change of the Since the berries are obtainable at
graph operators handling train orders die Hook and the trip was made by
A coliseum will he built and
close quarters now, Ti will no doubt
across to the Illinois side and venue to Westcbester county when moon yesterday, warmer
going
weather
from working more than eight hours
9100,000 is pledged toward sehugging close to the shore all the the second trial of Harry Thaw comes and it is to he hoped, minus the have some effect in lowering
the
in one day. At day stations where
price. Tnis morning they retailed at
curing the convent
way down. TheiHook carried a fiat up. If the change of venue is taken wind, will follow.
The
river
has
but one operator is employed he may
and barge as a sort of ballast. Mitch here it is said Thaw's chances of a drawn in most of the street laborers, 15 cents a quart
work twelve hours.
Local marketers feel somewhat
difficulty was experienced In coaling speedy trial will be greatly improved. so that when outdoor construction
CHICAGO BLIZZARD.
•
discouraged over the prospect for lothe packets, as the little Fannie
Chicago, AprIn 13.--41tietept
starts again, with building
operaRoosevelt to Name Bryan.
Wallace and Mary N. would be swam
today is having a full fledged
tions, labor probably will have to be cal fruit this summer. All- unite in
Evansville, Ind , April
143.-The
pod with a barge out 'in the river.
Imported. The outlook for the sum- saying the cold weather has killed
blizzard off Lake Michigan, ac(Continued on Page Eight
Hendrick's club adopted a resolution
Work at ihe -wats and dry docks has
mer and the Whole year eontinues some of the fruit, but the greater
companied by wind, %tele and
that, In the interest of the "square been suspended on account of the
part of it has not been-harmed. Howfine.
hail, which bids fair to last over
FOILM TAFT CLUB AT ANN ARBOR
deal." Roosevelt should
A*()TES TO INDORSE IWOSEVELT.
ever. the effect at this stage of denominate wind almost tearing the clothes off
Sunday. The
weather bureau
Bryan for president in 194111 as there in the clean sweep it has at these
velopment will cause most of the
gives the snowfall at noon at
Ohio StUJE1it Irai•146
now nn-dowbt-t-hat -Breen - 1PRIr
Lead In New
fruit to be knotty. IrsiaTcTiOry
Counts:Meet Mestaftornd.Adopiti Howse
1.3 Dieffili.-"Trains coming into
Movement.
beaten .1n 1896 by contributions of
true with strawberries. Many mart'oncurrent Revolutions.
the city are greatly delayed.
Es-Speaker Will Be Busy With keters have berries
money from corporations.
on the vines
NIERICAN FLUOR SPAR
Chores At Danville bate.
ready to ripen hut the cold snap
Ann Arbor, Mich., April 13.-A
ORGANIZ
ED.
COMPANY
IS
Hartford, Chtin., April 13.- -The
GRAIN MARKET.
caused most of these to drop off. If
"Taft" club' was organized here today
senate today passed the concurrent
Cincinnati. April 13.-Wheat,
Washington, April 13.- Speaker the weather will open up now they
Articles ,of incorporation of Hie with over a hundred members by Ohio
resolution indorsing the administra79; corn, 49; oats, 47 1-2.
Cannon will leave tomorrq* for his hope for the best and believe homeAmerican Fluor Spar company were students of the university for the home
tion of President Roosevelt, although
in Danville, Ill.,
where he grown berries will be ready for the
tiled this morning in county court. purpose of booming Taft for the will put in the
three Democratic senators objected, SLEKPLINS FOR 30
most of his time this market in two weeks.
presidency
against
Foraker.
A con- summer. There
The corporation is capitalised at $5,WORKS HARD, KEEPS- HEALTH
on the ground that wurh a reaolution
is some spring plow0440 and following are the stockhold- stitution was adopted, officers elected ing to be done and quite
wart unnecessary. Senator Elpellacy.
a lot of
TO BE UMPIIII.M.
sad
prominent
speakers will be re- chores to
ers; J. F. Harth, H. H. Loving, D. C.
Democrat, said in a speech of protest
Winstead, Conn., April 13.- One
do around the place.
George cured, among them Congressman
Roberts, George Alst-and
that "the hero of San Jaun HIFI needs of the strangest cases that ever came
Mr. Cannon's friends said today United States and Mexico in Central
By a special dispensation from the
owning 100 shares each. Townsend. This is the first Taft or- that when he gets home he probably
to the notice of the medical fraterni- supreme council, the
Roberts,
all
no bolstering up by the general
local council,
American Peace.
S'
ganization in the colleges, and It is will do up his presidenti
eembly of this state." Other Demo tw 19 this part of New England Is Unitedal boom In
Commercial Travelers of
expected to establish similar clubs in moth paper and put it away In
eratic senators, in voting for the res- that of William
Warner. a
the
well America. which was organized in the NEV' BUILDING PLANNED
Washington, April 13.-That all of
all the other colleges, with Michigan cedar chest. Mr. Cannon Is described
olutions, said they did so out of court- known farmer of Great Barrington, K. of P. hall last Saturday with
BY PRINTING COMPANY.
the Central American republics are
its the organizer. Yale, of which as not caring a continental (parlor
esy to colleagues who had invited Mr. Maas.
20 charter members, will hold anlooking to the present state of warTait Is a graduate, Is expected to fall phrase) about it anyhow, but is gosHe says he has not slept for 30 otter
Bryan to address the body.
Printing
Paducah
and.
meeting tonight to initiate 12
BookThe
fare between Nicaragua and Honda.years. lie Is In
In line.
ing to sit on his front porch with
good health and candidates secured
during the week lending company has purchased the
ras to result in an agreement far perworks ,hard on his farm. He sais
plenty of good cigars at hand and
The
12
property
len
at
through this dispensation Reuben Rowland
jOHN ABNER HAS CONVINSED.
manent peace in Central America was
that he retires every night and rests.
watch the fun from the shade while
will be admited as charter m%mbers. Broadway and mill Immediately erect
developed today by a general discusbut does not close his eyes nor lose
the other fellows do the perspiring.
Charles W. Mee, G. S. C., of New a modern building suitable to the
Report That He Has Told About Assion at the state department
With
conacionsnests.
York, is in Murray today transferring business. Joe Potter is one, of the
sassination of Dr. Cos.
that end in view, the negotietione
He asserts his Condition is due to
Socialists Causing Trouble.
some event In his earlt life which he the eight members of the Murray principal stock'holders of the comSi.Petersburg, April 13,- A de- looking to a cessation of hostilities,
council to he' admitted to the mem- Patty.
Lexington, Ky., April 13.-It was declines to
Mature.
mure' for the exclusion from parlia- will not go" as far as to take up the
stated today that John Abner, who Is
bership here.
ment of three Socialist deputimpend- subject of permanent peace, but will
Allotted jointly with James Hargis
HIGH REELS ALMOST
ing their trial for political offenses, leave this•broad question to a conferHARD %l .NE' SCHOLARS
POST A. WILL ILLIICT__AiElla
Elbert Jjastals..
Wasnington, Aprit 13 eeStnitb and Rd
COOT WOMAN,RIR LIFE
Obeal to be hekt
IA'ashiniten pr
flhflhlttcd to the Auer honer et
F.41.1.44V---A4.;441414
Callahan, with the assassination of
PLAN FOR • CONVENTION
YJikes, of Kentitekr, bits resigne.1 'lament by the minister of- justice, H. the City of.Mexico, and all of, the
Till; first report from county school
. Post A, Travelers Protective assoDr, B. D. C,ox, has confessed, giving
bottansport, Ind , April 13-Cauxht as commissioner of internal revenue Chatcheglnyltoff, caused great excite- countries immediately Interested may.
Census enumerators ass filed this
ciation, will hold Its annual election by her high heels In R Panhandle 'n order to practae law in Washingdetails of the Breathitt county murment at today's session. The prosecu- take pare
morning by Mr. W. J. Schaffer. of the
at the Palmer House tonight to ar- railway frog. Mrs. Charles Harris ton. The president sent Yerkes a
ders. Attorneys for the preseention
Thrnited States slid Illealoo; so.
tions of 'the deputies have been InHard Money neighborhood. He re- range
for the *tats convention May was saved from death by a flagman, letter expressieg 'regret and compli- stituted
are kohl to have the eontowolon,
cordi
to the embryonic plasm wilt
provincial
In
the
for
courts
which Ports 40 pupils In his dietriet. No. 27.
(Ntri Pink, state president, will be who tore her from the tracks a sec- inentlig Itiftd highly on his service
a1:1 net be made Public yet.
sets committed before the convoca- (weepy the important posifts of
against 63 last year.
present,
to the people,
ond before a fact train pleated.
tion pf parliament,
um pi res.

Patrons and pupils of the public
schools are up in arms against the
contemitated action of the school
board in tearing down fhe good work
accomplished in a few months by
areembling all the seventh and eighth
grade pupils at the Washington building, and it is possible that the idea
will be reconsidered. The complaint
comes from parents of children in
those grades., who have watched the
effect of the system on their children.
The result has been eminently sadafactory from two points of view,
stimulating pupils to continue the
course through the High tchool and
di illing them in the preparatory
work.
The plan adopted by ,the preseet
administration is to assemble these
two grades at the Wasbington building and instruct them by specialists
There is a teacher in mathematics, a
teacher in English, etc. In this way
the children receive the benefit of
the most thorough training poseible
to give them. Scattered throughout
the ward buildings, ene teacher instructs them in all branches, and the
work cannot possibly be so thorough.
Pupils entering on the adolescent
period require careful training. If
thee: interest hags, because the hard
worked teacher can not devote the
time to the studies necessary to
awaken their enthusiasm_ they drop
out of school. Under the instruction
of speelalists their work is made interetetag,
Another advantage is the incentive
to continue the course. In constant
and Immediate touch with the High
school and practical:7 part of it, these
Pupils. instead of feeling wirdn they
have left the eighth grade that they
have finished the common schools, are
gradually and unconsciously directed
Into
the
first
year
of
the
High school, no gap being left between the grades and the
High
school. The effect has been to more
than double the High school attendance In two years, and, persisting ip
the same policy, it is believed
the
High school will be doubled again in
the same length of time.
The only argument used by any
school trustee in favor of scattering
the seventh and eighth grades again
Is that the distance is too greet
from
some of the homes
In order to put
the seventh and eighth
grades in
some schools, like the McKinley
building, grades will have to be created there with a handful of pupils
and extra teachers employed. It is
-claimed that the real purpose in scut
tering the grades is to add two more
•
rooms to outlying buildings, which
will increase the compensation of
the
principals 41:0.0 the month.
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LEAGUES

YERKES RESIGNS
TO PRACTISE LAW

-'

BANE CLEARINGS
SHOW INCREASE

PAO"! TWO.

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

444.44.4440444.
Rapid changes of temperature are hard
on the toughest constitution.
The conductor passing from the heated
inside of a trolley car to the icy temperature
of the platform-the canvasser spending an
hour or so in a heated building and then
walking against a biting wind-know the
difficulty of avoiding cold.
Emulsion strengthens the
Satt
body so that it can better withstand the
danger of cold from changes of temperature.

IJAPS ARE SASSY !How to Cure
TO OUR OFFICERS
Liver Trouble

SATURDAY, APRIL 13.

RIVER NEWS 1 Backache
Dizziness
Cold Feet

There are usually several ways to do a
Itivr Stags.
given thing, but it is the aim with all of
29 3 0.3
find
us
to
the
shortest
best
way.
and
It
;Calm
Accuse Them of Cowardice for Is just so in the cure of disease.
People Chattanooga
9.0 e.4
suffering from liver trouble imagine that
Their Leniency
Cincinnati
24.5
0.7
all they have to do is to take SOXIk thing
ncli
19.5 1.1
ele
re
.Zneev
p
inhyts
hiec nu
thre
emn.t se
rtnun
Thne
ienrnnots
ete
t lalt
thatn w
7.1 0.0
order as liver trouble.
141.8 0.1
President ordered Saps Treated With
When that drowsy, clogged up feeling oomm'Johnsonvil:e
on you go to a .irug store and ask for a 50 cent Louisville
Courtesy and Little Brown men
8.9 0.3
or III bottle of Dr. Caldwell', syrup Pepsin.
Take a dose or two and watch results. It will Mt. Carmel-Missing.
Don't l'aderstaitd.
not only clean out the bowels and stimulate the
liver. but it will get the blood to circulating so Nashville
22.0 2.9
that you feel active again, and arouse the funo3.8 0.2
tiOnS of the stomach so that your appetite re- Pittsburg •
turns and you feel like your old melt again. A St.' Louis
18.8 0.8
simple
laxative
or
do
purgative
Dot
Lasts
could
LNVESTIGA
AN
TION IS ORDERED. Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is not only•wonMt. Vernon
18.5 0.9
derful laxative tut it has tonic Properties, so
that, unlike so many other things. instead of Paducah
20.6 0.6
leaving you weak and drawn it builds you up and
strengthens you.

r!sifall
fall
rise
st'd
fall
fail

fall
fall
rise
rise
rise

Rheumatism

These
symptoms
all indicate
diseased
kidneys

Before it is too late

Cleanse your kidneys with
Lantz's Red Kidney Fillets

does oot gripe-it acts smoothly, oiling
Washington, D. C., April 13 -Sec- theItintestines
Landing is difficu't for the packets,
so that the passage is smooth and
It till help you to i.vcid taking cold.
agreeable.
iii, gentle but effective, pleasant to especially at many of the small vilIf you have never used these Fillets, we will gladly give you a
retary Strauss, after consultation with
the taste and pure in quality. it Is anexcellents
the president, has begun a searching eccoomical Home ewe. sod Its results are per- lages Where only natural banks with- two days' trial treatment free.
manent. It is absolutely guaranteed to do what
investigation of conditions which pre- is claimed for itt,
Gilbert's. Drug Store,
out wharfboats are afforded. All the
Fourth and Broadway.
ALL DRUGGISTS; 50c. AND $1.00.
Use it for ooeasimusl or chronic constipation, packets
vail at all of the immigration stations dyspepsia,
will be late today, probably
indigestion, biliousness, sour stombloated stomach, flatulency, diarrhea, and bringing many -in 12 hours
on the Pacific coast, on the Canadiae ach,
!ate, and
the dozen and one other ills of the stomach, liver
next 24 hours. At Paducah and calro ANOTHER FIRE LADDIE
line, and along the international and bowels. It is Use greatest of household the towboats nearly all have to go to
remedies and no family should be without it
will continue rising during the next
TO LEAVE DEPARTMENT
boundary between ette United States because in a family someone at any moment the hank.
ltIi I START TWE WORK
Elwood Davis, pipeman at the Fire
24 to 36 ihours.
may need such a laxative and thfo you will apand
The Dick Fowler got away for
Mexico.
ON FIRST STREET TRACK
preciate having Dr. Caidweies Syrup Pepsin in
The Tennessee at Florence and Station No. 1, has resigned and will
Cairo nearly on time this morning,
The reports which have reached the house.
Riverton, will continue falling during leave tonight for San Francisco,
Roadmaster A. F. Blaess will start
here regarding the attitude of the
These wishing to try Dr. Cald- the wind making coaling late.
the next several days. At Johnson- Cal., to engage in steel construction
well's Syrup Pepsin before buyto work Monday tearing- up the o:d
The Peters Lee sheltild arrive toJapanese who are being turned back
rig can have a free sample bottle sent to their h.me by
ville will commence fal4ng this af- work. Davis is an expert steel workaddressing
track on the river front and as soon Lettiee
the
company.
offer
TM'
is to prove that the night from Cincinnati going down ,to
10 cents a head at the border are disquieting, to say remedy will do as we claim,
er. having worked in New York on
and is only open to those
ternoon
or tonight.
as possrb:e w1:1 replace it with new Sweet Potptoes
80 cents bushel the least, it was natural to expect who have never taken It Send for It if you hare any Memphis.
The Mississippi
symptoms of stomach, aver Of Dowel disease, Gentlest'
from below St. 'the Flat iron building, In Boston,
rails. The announcement of the im- Irish potatoes
The Georgia Lee will arrive tonight
GO cents bushel that the first immigrants to be turned yet most elTective laxative for children. women and old
Louis to Cairo will continue rising Phlaidelphla and Pittsburg.
fonts. A guaranteed, permanent home curs.
provement was made in The Sun sev- New potatoes
or Sunday from Memphis going to
15 cents a box back would resent their exclusion and PuisLie VERDICT'. "No Laxative So Good and THE
Sere
during the next 24 to 36 hours.
eral weeks ago.
Young onions .....15 cents a dozen would complain at once to the Japan- as DR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This product Cincinnati.
Wars panty guarantee No. 17, wasturatas D. C.
-"Two Captains sink the ship:"
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel, no maThe
ese
ambassador.
Buttorff
Most of them left
Greens
will come in Sunday
10 cents a bunch
PEPSIN SYRUP 00.
•
and so will either one of them if he
change.
terial
107Caldwell Bldg, Monticello, Ill.
Beets
night or Monday
2 bunches 15 cents Japan long before the exclusion order
morning
from
is wrong headed. Two opiuions about
Radishes .
Nashville and leave Monday at noon
5 cents a bunch was put into effect
They reached
advertising May wreck a store-- or
The Big Stick is all right-if it
Straw berries
for Claeksville .
15 cents quart this country after a preliminary soeither
one of them may wreck it if
Grape fruit
Instead of the John S. Hopkins the doesn't get into wrong hands
3 for 25 cents journ of a month or two in Hawaii, tomine every moment he is on the
BOTH PHONES MIL
it is a wrong opinion.
Mr.'ileabfoo
stage.
only
not
one
ks
is
Bananas
15 cents diesels Mexico or Cana.
Joe Fowler arrived Yesterday from
Orapges
25 cents a dozen
There are daily clashes at the of the funniest comedians of today, Evansville, havirg missed the ThursApples
40 cents a peek frontier now between the immigration but the beau ideal of the character day trip altogether. The John S.
Chickens
35 to 75 cents officers and Japanese, and the depart- of this dare devil, irresistible young Hopkins was so tate that no attempt
Although it scenes are was made to
1-2 cents M ment of commerce and labor7 itecting army officer
17
get back here yesterday,
Owing to its unprecedented Turk"
present and the two boats
Eggs
15 cents a dozen through the commissioner general of laid in Washington at the
by each losing a
success last February.
Butter
25 cents a pound Immigration, Frank Sargent, has day, the plot of "The Man on the trip, will get back on
the old schedRhubarb
5 cents bunch found it necessary to ordet an invest- Box" is a romantic story of chival- ule time. The Jchn S. Hopkins
was
We are showing thousands of postal cards that are exPeas
rous love makipg as any ever told the Evanstalle
' 10 cents a box igation which will be begun at
Walter N. Lawrence
packet today.
once
actly the thing when you want to drop a line to your friends.
Ham
in the days of the romantic age, and
17c tb at San Francisco, and extended
The Chattanooga will arrive Sunas
Presents again
Sausage
while its situations and the develop- day or Monday
10c lb rapidly as possible to
We show feather cards, celluloid cards, leather cards,
from Chattanooga and
every frontier
Lard
12 1-2c lb Port where the Japaraese
ment of Its plot at times become ex- ,eave Tuesday
are seeking
on the return trip.
comic cards, embossed cards, jewel cards, tinsel cards and
cruciatingly funny, the absorbing inSThomas:4 Q. =4
admission to this country.'
The Reaper passed up this morneverything that is new and attractive in the postal card hue.
In the reign of Charles I. the death
terest of its story is never relaxed.
.AESROOK
ing from Memphis with 12 empties
When President Roosevelt issued
rate In London was seventy a thouAs usual our prices are less than other dealers.
for the West Kentucky Coal comhis first exclusion proclamation he
sand, or mere than three times what
pany
going
to
the mines at Caseycaused regulations to be
litarold Mav“rath's Famous Novel It is now.
prepared
rifle.
for the guidance of immigration offiThe Eagle will leave Sunday for
cers In administering the law. They
CUT FLOWERS.
the Mississippi river after logs.
were specifically warned under penAl Harbour's Department Store.
The Kentucky is weathering the
Choice Caruations, per doz. .... 60t alty of dismissal that they must treat WILL BE LAID OFF AT WALLACE
gale at the wharfboat today and will
Roses, best grade per doz. .. $1.01 Japanese offering themselves for adPARK THIS SUMMER.
leave this evening for the Tennessee
Roman Hyacinths, white, per doz. 5'at mission, and excluded under the orriver.
A choice lot of bedding plants of der, with extraordinary courtesy.
Sueh an order from the president was
al: kinds.
The U. S. Patrol and barges are on
.insirmarisressillawlarallgamainiare.):.
Manager Will Malone Promises mane
Free delivery t• any part of the perhaps, necessary, because the imthe Mound Coty ways geeting repairs.
Diversified
and
,Dramatized by Grace b. Furniss. City.
1Hr:de-Ions
for
-migrat:on officers of the Pacific coast
The river rose again in the last 24
Paducah.
and northwestern Canadian boundary
ttours, the stage tilts- morning stowSCHM.AUS
BROIL.
Prices: 25, 35, 50, 75,51 and 21.50
have been dealing witt Chinese so
ing .6 higher than yesteftay. April
laoth -dhows 1112
long and have been so accustomed to
13 last year the stage was 38.7.
the trickery of the "slant eyes," as
Golf links are contemplated at
The George Cowling made an exthey invariably are designated, that Wallace park by the Traction corn- tra trip to
the city last night with a
Chinamen have been treated
with Pane. 'Manager 13teecker and William theater party front Metropolis to see
•
scant ceremony whenever their at- Malone, manager trf the park, in- "The
Lion and the youse." If the
tempts to evade the law have been spected the grounds Friday with a Mouse
was as big as some of the
detected,
view to laying off the course, and wharf rats, the
Lion had his hands
'probably be started on it full.
l'nder ordinary circumstances imiwurk
migration officers would not have in a few days. Golf Is almost an unThe Savannah will arrive from the
eeen likely to discriminate'lietween known game to Paducah folk, yet Tennessee
river bound for St. Louis
there has alwaes been a demand for a
the Chinese and other inongotians
Sunday or Monday.
or
allied nations.
The president has golf course here.
The City of Saitiao
will arrive
Railroads
"We shall have better attractions
from the first been in sympathy with
early next week, from St. Units for
Try
the
the Japanese, and he has determined for the park patrons this summer than the Tennessee
proved
river.
Bohn at
the exclusion law should be applied ever before," said Mr. Malone FriThe Bohn
The big, broad Bettie Owen doesn't
with a minimum of harshness, and day' "We intend to have the best know
home 10
the Best
the wind Is stirring.
display of fireworks ever seen in Pathat every Possible care should
days free
be
Official Forecasts.
taken to avoid a clash with the Jap- ducah on the night of our opening,
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
and
have
booked several
already
anese.
Vernon will rise s!bitrly during the
first-class attractions for the sumJima Taunt officials.
mer
season-a fine military band ter
Now immigration officers complain
This cut tilustrates a' player piano, or a player In a piano. This is made
Immo= The visible air currents
that Japanese arrivals at the frontier some time In Juno, and famous aeroby our company. Both piano end player are high grade. Have the indorsenaut
The flickering candle
for a week's engagement. Every
have in some wholesale fashion been
ment, of leading artists, and the guarantee of our company. The player
week
we
shall
have
a
first-cass
atmade aware of the fact that the presWhy milk never gets the fruit taste
does not affect the piano and when it is to be used by the hands the
pedals
ident has insisted upon their being traction, and we shall endeavor to
and front are closed and it has everyappearance of a piano without a
How butter keeps off vegetable odors
give
diversity."
a
treated with extraordinary courtesy.
player. It is to be used where there Is, or is not, a musician. It
will
How matches are kept dry in refrigerator
Many of tbenr taunt the Immigration
teach the child time. tpne and exprefision. It represents the 'highest
deSNOW
THIS
ISIORNING
How to dry out salt in the refrigerator
officers with cowardice and try to
gree of perfection in piano making.
BUT
DID
IT
NOT
LAST,
provoke them Into use of violence or
bad language for the express purpose
Snow fell in Tadurah this morning
of securing their removal from the
is ten degrees colder than any other and an expert from the factory
but it lasted only a few minutes. Th'e
at
service.
St. Paul will explain wily. He will have a large, handsome
precipitation began between 1 and 2
Bohn
_nalatettat _eyes:y lase wiliest-ea 4.1*..
`iypieitt It•fritt.rat
,
.
,iced-at:XI AcaraVinieslin
VOWS,-14*-91144-A1201/
in
1
gra
n
s
first seek 40 establish their
the remarkable and almost unbelievable activity going on in
a
right to enter, and When that is deliohn Refrigerator.
nied them they do not hesitate to reYou Can Have Same Refrigerator as The Pullman Co. sort
to .the vilest abuse. They eviIi tour home at very
dently Imagine that the immigration
small cost. Have same
service is weak. At any rate, Jeleartstyle Refrigerator used
by Rector's, The Writese arrivals at almost every port are
dorf-Astoria and t h e
provok.ng immigration officers to a
at her diticriminating
Ladies, do you suffer from headache, backache, sideache, waistcondition of downright fury and there
users - and at a reasonable price. You want
Is great fear that a serious clash may
pains, Irregular habit, weakness,'nervousness, irritability,'general misthe Bohn Refrigerator
result.
tor She same reasons the
erableness and lack of ambition? If so, much of your pain and
It is in anticipation of such a thing
Treat railreade do.
that
tale
investigatio
n
of
Immigrasuffering is needless, for it is due to diseases peculiar to your sex,
Learn the
tion stations has been ordered
:n
Ilefrigerstor Lessen
which can be cured by proper treatment For over 50 years
such a hurry.
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FREE TEST

CheKentucky

•

Monday Night, April 15

POSTAL CARDS THAT JUST EXACTLY FIT

GOLF LINKS

THE MAN
ON THE BOX

D. E. WILSON, the Book and Music Man

SEE

The Bohn Syphon Refrigerator

W. T. MILLER 4 BRO.,
------- 518 BROADWAY

April 12-13.

Everyone
In

morulay-Thomaa Q. Scaltimoke in
-The %IASI on the Iket."

•
Faclueive Rohn Iteltigerator tka...as

"The %ten on the Box."
Harold als9rath's famous novel of
WalignarAos-asoosets vizIstAllent eirttlir
for. comes to the Kentucky Mon
day night ' Thomas Q. Seabrooke,
the setts is a perfect incaratitin of
the hero of Ibis fascinating romance
Handsome. deboiair, always pe?fectly at ease and
idy with a hit of

witty epigram.,

446-ep1l44las pan-

No
Need
To
Suffer
WAITE US TRULY

and frankly, in strictest conSdereti. billing all your
troubles, and stating your age. We wig Send you
TRU ADVICIL, In plain waled envelope. and a value* 64-paggepoit on "Horn Trot
kg Women. •
•
&Meese t Ladies'
balliritient, Ties
Chattanooga Makin* Co., Chattanooga, Toon.,
•
GM

----

Why Be Sick?

Wine ?f

has been benefiting these diseases in the persona of over a million women, of whom Mr&
W. H. Gage. of 232 N. Clark St.. Chicago. is one. She writes. -I was taken sick
three years ago and was'irr bad six months. Since then I have been troubled with headache, backache. leg-ache and awful bearing-down pains. • I could get no relief until I
begaii to take Wine of Cardui.. I have now been taking It about six weeks and I feel
it: 2r
iin.eair'wwman.M Y friend!: h n.,
't
r
r tr uhle.

At Every Drug Store in $1.00 Bottles

17
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at 3:30 o'clock at the parish bouse i
doll and a bridle, went to Miss Mil1.1
=
o( Grace Episcopal church:
•z
:
r
Orme and
Idred
Master Bernard
American Composers-E.
Nevin Kavanaugh. leelightful refreshments
ORIENTAL TOILET POWDER
and Dudley Buck.
lwere served. The guests were: Misses
Leaders-Mrs. George B. Hart and Mary Burnett. Sarah
An ideal, entiseptic toilet powder for infants
Corbett, Grace
Miss Mamie Dreyfulia.
Hills, Grace
MeGlathery, Mildred
and adult..
1. Current Events,
Orme, Helen Van
Meter. Martha
This is an exquisittly perfumed. antiseptic toilet p )wder
2. Biographical sketches-Miss Jen Cope, Elizabeth Terrell, Gladys CoIt is
household necessity for the nursery atad
It keeps the coin ale Gfleon.
hurtle, Eliza Hale: Masters George
4
pleulos clear and preserves the velvety test.ire of youth. It
should
3, Piano dust--"Vase Caprice" - Hughes Will Fisher, Bernard
be used freely after bathing, giving a delightfu, and refreshin
g effect.
KavaNevin)- -*Misses Maybelle Beyer and naugh, Frank•Buckner, Lucien Bur.
Prepared by
Mary B.ondurant.
nett Charles Hatfield, Edwin LightFord T. Hopkins, N. Y. City, Proprietor of
4. Vocal solo--"I Ohce Had a foot, Salem Cope, Pat Grogan and
GOURAUD'S ORIENTAL CREAM.
Sweea LItt)e
Turner Powe:I,
James
WeIll•
For sate by W. B. McPherson, Paducah,Ky Magazine Club.
4. 'Violin
solo - "Narcissus"Mrs. A. S. Dabney was hostess to
(Nevin)-Mrs.
U. Quartette with solo soprano and the Magazine club on Thursday afternoon at her home on North Fifth
piano duet-"Wynken, Blynken
and
Nod"-tNevint-Meedarnes Hart and street. The magazine discussions
Weille, Misses Bradataw, "Dreyfuss were especial:v interesting.
Front
Harper's magazine Mrs. Edward
and Puryear, Misses Puryear
and
Bringhurst reported a delightful arReed.
7. Vocal solo - "Creole's Love ticle "The Music onfMan and Birds,"
appropriate to the springtime. Mrs.
Song"--(Buck)-Miss Caroline Hane
Rob'ert Becker Phillips gave very
8. Music in America-eMrs. Hal
S. charmingly a story
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.
THE ARTIST.
of Justus Miles
the ones sa4ceeding it, in a number Corbett.
NEW-YORK.
Foreman from the same magazine.
of entertainments that•can be hard9. Voeal:duett-"Ohl That We Two
,,
,
=0•1•11110 aIIIMEIM.11,:,11=11111
M1.
Mrs.
Frank L. Scott cleverly discussThe New Year came. And dipped his ly classed as informal, but not so Were
',laying" - (Nevin) - Miss
ed "Why Casuistry Should Be Studthis year, even the informal ones
brush
Bradshaw and Mr. Bagby.
ied By Women" by George Heevey in . rine Cowd, Emma
have been few. It is true that the
In morning's blue and rose,
Nickels, Julia Gal10. Piano solo (a) "Barchetta" (b)
About, People.
with a handsome party by Rabbi and
the North American Review, Miss vin,
days have been a busy round, but
And painted with a master-hand
Luretta Wagner, Clara Mayer,
Arlequin"--(Nevin) --- Miss Isabel
Miss
Mrs.
Margare
Alexander in Toledo.
MacKenz
t
ie
and
Helen
they
Lowery
are filled with club affairs, not
presented very force- Joe Luftenberg. Clarenc
The canvas of the snows.
e Luften- Miss Janie MacKenz
Mohan,
ie. attractive
fully She tribute paid "Longfellow." berg, Charles
Miss Lillie
Beneath his rapid strokes the pink of a social order. As one bright womMay
Winstead will
De Loach Alser Fri- young
11, Vora' solo-"The Capture
ladies of Clarksdale, Miss., leave on Tuesday. for
of by William Dean Howells in the Re- et
an said the Woman'a club did not
Of wild arbutus grew.
Atlanta, Ga.,
Harry Fritzius, Frank liogwood,
will arrive the coming week to visit to vi,it Miss
leave one time to have a party. A l Bacetnes"-(Buck)-Mr. R. D. Mac- view. A delightful luncheon
With gold of dancing daffodils,
Willie Blanche Asher.
was Harry Rittoff, Leslie Galvin.- Willie
Millen.
MissMyrtle Decker at 905 Jefferson She will also,
served. Mrs. George Sweeney, of Bos- Budde Charles
hostess of a social club for Easter
attend a house party
And violets bright with dew.
Stnedley, Earl Moore, street.
week, had to postpone it a week id - 12. Quartette--"Crossing the Bar" ton, Mass., was a guest of the club. Walter
In Thomasville, Ga.. before returning
Troutma
n,
Noriset
Clark,
Miss Dorothy Langstaff returned home. Miss Winstead visited in AtBradshaw, Mrs.
At the business session Miss Anna Frank
order to get day that was not filledI-(Buck)--Miss
But even while I lingered there,
Butts, Ab
Barnett, Herbert
this week to Kenosha. Wis., where lanta in the fall and
with some meeting of a literary na- Grey, Messrs. Srott and ilagby.
Webb was elected president of the Shelton,
was paid a
Held breathiese by his art.
Willie Etter. Edward Senshe is attending school at Kemper number of charming social honors.
club for the next year. Miss Webb ser, Eulls
And watched
beneath his magic ture. This used not so to be, usually
Orr Henry Oehischlaeger,
Hall. :he spent the Easter holidays
the literary
Dr. and Mrs. Victor Voris and litdiversions were pur- Dinner Party and Rot Party to Visit- was the first president and did much Lester Orr, Vaine
touch
Hutchinson.
with her parents.
sued
for
Lenten
its
as
upbuildi
a
pastims
ors.
Mr. and Mrs. tle daughter, Elsie Eunice, were thee
ng.
,
and
Mrs.
never
J.
CS FlourThe buds and blossoms start,
George Langstaff, on Kentucky ave- gueste a few days this week of Mr.
allowed to Interfere with the more
Mr. and Mrs John S Illeecke en- noy, as vice president; Miss Minnie
Among the branches overhead
Delphic Club.
melons
and Mrs. Oscar L. Gregory at RusRatcliff
business
e
as
oe
pleasure
secretar
tertaine
y
d
after
and
a few of their friends at
treasurer;
f heard a robin sing,
The Delphic club held a pleasant nue.Miss
tle Hall in Gregory Place.
Easter. The wide ramifications and dinner on Monday evening
and Mrlir E. G. Boone as correspondNellie
Claire
And saw a rainbow in the sky,
Schwab
returnat their
absorbing hold that he
Mr. George Crouse. of Gettystuirg.
ing secretary, were re-elected. Miss meeting on Tuesday morning In the ed this
Woman's home on
And knew that it was spring!
North
Fifth
week front Toledo, Ohio,
street,
Penn., Is the guest this week of Mr.
club
has
Ethel
loon
its members every- in compliment to their house guests,
Morrow was elected to, fill the club room at the Carnegie library.
-Minna Irving in April Lippincott's.
where she spent the winter with her
The papers presented
George Du Bois of Fountain avenue.
dealt
where, is beginning to evidence itself Mrs. George S. Sweeney,
with
membership.
-0-of Boston, vacancy In the club
cousin, Mrs. David Alexander, forsome phases of Spanish
Mr. Crouse was in
here perhaps in this superiority to Mass., and Miss Harriet
life
and
Paducah last
Miss
Webb
and Mrs. George Wallace
Raines, of
Announcements.
merly Mies Irene ilichwab, of this summer
and made many friends here
the old-time frivoling.
"The
Nashville, Tenn. The table 'was beau- were appointed a committee to get Were especially interesting.
city. Miss Schwab is a debutante of
The Delphic club wi'l meet on
He is en route home from Palm
-4tifully appointed ,in a color scheme up the year-book. The delegates to National Sports of Spain" were detire oast -winter, and was' tntroduc
Tuesday morning at 10 o'clock at
tailed
by
Mri.
ed Beach and Cuba.
Robert
Becker PhilVtend the Kentucky Federation of
Pretty Dinner Party.
of white and green. The eight
covthe Carnegie library. "A Day In Litentertaining
way.
'omen's clubs at Shelbyvllle are lips in a very
Dr. and Mrs. Victor Vor:a enter- ers included: Mr. and Mrs. Bleecker
,
erary Madrid will be featured as
The "Armory" was vividly described
tained very charming'y with a din- Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Friedma
Mrs.
Flourno
J.
C.
y
and
Mrs.
Frank
n, Mr.
follows:
ner on Tnesiar evening at their and Mrs. Robert Becker
Mrs.
L. Scott. Mrs. Hal d. Corbett and by Mrs. Edmund M. Post.
Phillips,
1. Valera ....Mrs. James A. Rudy
home on Broadway. The place cards, Mrs. Sweeny, Miss Raines.
Mrs. Edward Bringhurst are the al- Louis M. Rieke told most apprecia2. Galdos
Mrs. W. W. Powell with carnatio
ternatee. There will be only one tively of "Puerto de: Sol-del Prado."
ns were tied with wide, Mr. and Mrs. Friedman entertai
n3. Valdes
Mrs. Frank L. Scott green ribbons. Green
-4canes and ed later in the evening the party in more meeting of the club before dis4. Bazan....Mrs. George C. Wallace condime
Weaklings of the Week.
nts added color to the table.1 their box at the Kentucky
banding
for
the
eear.
theater to
5. Echegaray
The guests were: Mr. and Mrs. C. see Blanche Bates, in "The
-4-The wedding of Miss Jessie HamilGirl from
Miss Kathleen Whitelield M. Budd, of Memphis
; Mr. and Mrs. the Golden West."
Kalosophic
ton Rook and Mr. William Roy KatYou make money when you use the
•
James
Utterback. • Mr. Thomas
The Kaloaophic club held a pleas- terjohn on Wednesday afternoon at 5
The regular meeting of the Mati- Leech, Mr. Richard Rudy.
ant meeting on Friday morning at o'clock at the First Baptist church,
New Telephone, for you save time
Five Hundred flub.
nee musical club will be on WednesThe first meeting of the Five Hun- the home of Miss Blanche Hills on was an elaborate ceremonial. The
day afternoon at the parish house of Yancy-Williame Wedding on Wedby. quick and efficient service.
Ninttilikt. "Current Topics" Rev. Calvin M. Thompson was the
Call
dred club since before Lent was held Northpresetst
Grace Episcopal church. A Dudley
was
nesday.
d
by Miss Katherine officiant and Mrs. Albert M. Stein, of
an Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. A. R.
Cottract Repartment No. 650.
Buck and Ethbert Nevin program will
Po IT. The life of Oliver Goldsmith • Nashville Tenn., Mrs. William C.
The marriage of Miss Mary Hal- Meyers was4 the hostess at her
home
be rendered. "Music in America" will'
eerie yeeney
as
sketche
d by Miss Clara Park.!Clark and Mr. Will Reddick assisted
and Mr, Richard Allen 1434 Broadway. It was a pleasant
be discussed in the club paper. The
/'The Dramatic Art of Tennyson and In the attractive program of wedding
Winteriss.will be a.olertitaszed on Wed- c:nb affair with the vacancies
•
filled
G.eorgeir. 'Hart and nesday morning
at 3 o'clock at "Hen- by visitors. An attractive luncheon Thomas A'Becket•' were discussed by'music. The attendants were: Miss
Miss Mamie Dryfuss.
Henry Rudy. "She Stoops to Edna Rook, maid of honor; Mr.
drens;"- th'e attractive country home followed the game. The club
prize, a
of the bride, on the Mayfield road. fan, was won by Mrs. Victor Voris. Conquer" was the play for the club ILouls List, best man; Messrs. John
at tidy.
The Woman's club will meet on The Rev. S. B. Moore, of the First Mrs. Charles
y.
Bleich of Cairo; Howard Shelton.
E. Richardson captured
Thursday afternoon
Jobn Rook, and Frank Rinckliffe of
at the parish Christian church. will perform the the visitor's prize. Mrs.
George SweeEnjoyable Birthday Party.
house of Grace
this cite. The bride and her maid
Episcopal church. ceremony. Miss Blanche Mooney will ney of Boston and Miss
Raines of
Miss Fannie Rittoff. of 1027 of honor were prettily
The business session will be held at May the e*eddIng march.
gowned
Nashville
in
were
the
out-of-town
South Fourth street, entertained a white Paris muslin and
'clock instead of 2. The open
flower hats.
There will be no attendants. The guests.
number of her friends most pleas- The church was effectively
eejsee.
meet:
at 4 o'clock
will be in bride will be given away
decorated
by her fathantly on Monday evening in honor of with plants and flowers
charge
e education department er. Mr. William
in a scheme
L. Yancy. She will
Entre Nous Club,
her birthday. The house was prettily i tef white and green.
of the club, s ,which
Mrs, Henry wear a pretty and artistic costume
The couple
Miss 13:enche Hills entertained the
of
decorated with palms
Overby is the cha
ferns and left at 6 o'clock for an
an. Mrs. Her- brown silk voile, with hat. shoes,an Entre Nous
extended
d
club very charmingly on spring flowers.
Music and games wedding trip to Chicago. Cleveland
bert W. Mengel, of
'sville will gloves to harmonize, and will carry Thursday afterno
on at her home on were features
of pleasure. In. an and other points and
make an address on "The
'gen as bride roses. A wedding breakfast will North Ninth street.
will be at
The house was amusing donkey
contest Charles'home in Paducah after May 1. A
a Patron of the Public Schoolit
A be served after the ceremony and the prettily decorated in spring flowers.
Smedley captured the first prize and ,number of out-of-town guests from
cordial Invitation is extended to the
pie will leave at 9:30 o'clock for l Only the club members and a few
Ours is a brand new store,with fresh, clean stork.
Louanna Gideon the second prize. At ,Nashville. Jackson and Memphis
public to hear Mrs. Mengel.
,
Chic
Milwaukee
and other Sleitors (o fill vacancies were pt
-es- 9:30 o'clock an elaborate luncheo
Styles change and improvements are made in furn Tenn., were present for the oetasion.
points
will be at home after l ent. The club prize was captured by
was served In the dining room. The
niture
just as in every other business; there is not
Miss Blanche Hills, of 320 North May 1 at" 43
"orth Fifth street, in'Hisis Corinne Winstead, Mies Nell table
was
attractively
decorated
Ninth street, is hostess of the Kalo- Paducah.
Miss Beulah La Mond and
Paxton won the visitor's prize. A
Mr.
an
old
piece in our store.
with flowers. Mr. and Mrs. Vogel,
sophic e'ub on Friday morning.. The
Royal Meahl, prominent young peoMiss Yancey is a cha
ng and at- . prettily appointed luncheon was serv- Mrs. Meigan, Mrs. Tyree,
We
are
away from Broadway, with its high ex-Mrs.
CrenpmgraM to be presented is:
ple of She county, were quietly martractive girl, the daughter o
after the shaw Mrs. Ballowe and
r. ane:ed In the dining room
Miss A. D. ried on Wednes
pense;
1. Current Topics-Miss Reed.
our
business is on a cash basis and you
day afternoon at
e!game,-"This was the last meeting of
Mrs. William Lancey Taney, p
Smith assisted in receiving and en2. Spiritual Teachings and Dramatic nent residents of the county.
4
o'clock
priest's
at
the
house
he
Entre
Nous
club
therefore do not have to pay a premium on the
for the season, tertaining the gliests.
She sse
Among those of the St. Francis
Compositions of Robert Browning has a large circle
de Sales Catholic
of friends in Papresent were: Minnie Vogel, Johninstall
ment house's bad debts. Won't you come
JOIhn Scott.
,church, by the Rev. Father H. W.
ducah where she attended school.
--Cgrpe Diem Club.
nie Alexander, Oma Tyree Jeannette
3. "Pippa Passes"---Miss Marjorie Mr. William is a popular
Jansen.
in
and
They
were
let
Miss
us show you how well be are equipped
attended by
young felThe Carpe Them club was entertain- Rittoff, Fanny Rittoff, Ihne Mayes.
Scott.
Pearl...hleadal and Mr. John Clark.
low, the son of Mrs. Mary D. Wil- ed at cards on W
to supply your Furniture wants.
esday evening by Zola Smedley. Monnle Crenshaw,
4. Club Discussion.
The bride wore white silk mull and a
liams of North Fifth street. He has Miss Marie Roth at
home on Nellie Hogwood Rosie Meigan, Florflower hat. An informal reception WRK
an entreat run between Cairo, Padm,Harahan boulevard. The
d prizes ence Senses, Louanna Gideon, Nell
given on Wednesday evening at the
cah and Hopkinsville.
were won by -Miss Maggie Lyde
A Quiet Social Calendar.
and Mayer Grace Rotting. Ruth °Gehlhome
of the bride's parents, Mr. and
Mr.
Oscar Greif. Mr. Joe Roof ea
These Weeks succeeding, Lent have
schlaeger, gather Radford, Carrie
Mrs. C. K. la Mond In the Massac
lured the lone hand prize. The conMatinee Musical Club,
been so devoid of the usual social
r Jessie Cowl
Vivian Jones,
section. The house was prettily decProprietor
The fol:owing Is the attractive pro- Isolation ,prizes went to Miss Hazel Jennie Somers, Genela Ballowe. Mirusn.that What, been noticeable. Usorated with ferns and white carnausi'y all the pent-up energy of Lent gram for the meeting of the Matinee Ashoff and Mr. Paul Legeay. A de- nerva Fritilue, Amy Simon, Emma
PADUCAH
FUR
NITURE COMPANY
°lions and. an elaborate supper was
finds an outlet
at Easter week and Musical club on Wednesday afternoon lightful luncheon Ives served after Burrows 1.11:libeClark, Dean Bur_
- served. On 'rnitraday evening the
Out? 4114) four elltb ta- Bstbise--E41- Reck Sanerparents of the hrldegroom,
-Mr. and
bles were present.
berg. May Clark, LtIlielisewle. NoMrs. Benjamin Meahl. entertained In
The club meetings hnve been chan
their
honor
home,
at
their
•
ed from Thursday to Wednesday evMason's Mill. They will ret
ening hereafter. Miss Kate Grogan.
side on the
groom's farm
beof 922 Trimble street, is the hostess
yond `Ma
for April 24.
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You can make better food with
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ABSOLUTELY PURE

The Week In Society.

•

11

Lighter, sweeter, more palatable
and wholesome.

TIME IS MONEY

PADUCAH HOME• TELEPHONE CO., Inc.
The New and Different

•

FURNITURE STORE
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D. F. ALEXANDER
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LA FRANCE
SHOE
forWomen

Particularness in the
La France shops is ntver
relaxed -each shoe part
receives consistent attention
in due succession. For experience teaches that, as a chain is no stronger than
its weakest link, so in a shoe no better than its
poorest part. An example of the La France way
of securing shoe-perfection is the care and skill
employed in the choice and preparation of the vamp
--which to a large degree determines the beauty
and life of the shoe. 9 Ask to ace the La France
Flexible Welt.-" Afore comfortable than a turn."
viovip Carefeli, cnosen nom 13
tbe best part of selected hider -skilfully cared
for by processes which produce Ad
preserve its style and dutalSility.•

$3.50

Harbour's Shoe Dept.
a.*

Informal Evening Party.
Miss Vernon Pool entertained a
number of her friends on Tuesday PY'Prang at her home. 6n5 Iinsbanda
street. It was a pleasant occasion and
the guests were: WARP.; 1,1zzle Sexton, Clara Rhodes Clara Scott, Jennie Warren, Ida Sexton, Nellie Roark, May meHeath, Nina Birch Ruth
Pool; Messrs. Frank Readies, Allison Watts. Oscar Straub, Will Farrow, Will Thome*, Robert Yancey.
Cecil
Robertson
Joe
Gout lens.
George McFadden, lean Pool.
-4,
Pleasant Party.
Miss Sudie ("abet', of 723 Madison
alreet, entertained a number'ofher
young friends on Wednesday evening
with a "peanut party." It-was an enjoyable affair. The peahata Were plied on tables tend thit one taking out
the greatest number with small candy tongs without shaking the others
captured the prize. The girl's first
pate, a belt buckle, was taken by
Miss
Gladys; Cobourne.
Master
George Hughes won the boy's prize,
a pocket-book. The booby prises, a

The marriage of Miss Lizzie May
Stetson and Mr. Rob.,Dallas took
place on Monday evening 'et the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Will Grainger, 1226
South Sixth street. The Rev. Peis r
Fields performed the ceremony. It
was a quiet but pretty home wedding.
They are popular young people of
Vold Shell Crown.
68.50 the south side and will live oh Broad
Gold Finings
$1.00 up street.
Silver Fillings
76c
Mr. :lames Bryant, of this eity,and
Partial Plates
$8.00
Was Susie Leonard, of Sharpe. MarAll work guaranteed.
shall comity, were married on Tuesday at Benton. They have arrived
Olt this coupon out and bring
here and will reside at Eighth and
ft with you, it is worth $1.00.
llockmon streets. Mr. Bryant is a
Each person Is limited to gee
well known ship carpenter and his
coupon for each Job of plate or". bride Is an attuctive young lady,the
bridge work only. Until after
daughter of Mr. B. Leonard, a leadApril 21,117
ing citison of Marshall county

What Kind at Shoe, High or
Low? Patent Leather, Kid,

These Prices in Dental Work
Will Run Until April 21,

Or. King Brooks
NTIEVT.
'Ix*sad Broseiwaf.

The wedding bans of Mies Myrtle
Burch and Mr Joseph Wurth were
published this week at the St. Francis de Sales Catholic church
The
Itnarrilbge will take pillee April 23 at
3 o'cloalt in the afternoon at the St.
Francis de Sales Cat tic church.

Calf, Oen Metal. Slack or
Tan?

We Show All shies in

Men's, Woman's, Children's
ITERE Is quality in keeping with the price of th
e
shoes we sell. Such names as Hannan and Stet
son on our Men's Shoes, and l'ingree and Foster on our
Women's Shoes are assurances that you get, the
beat
pnxiticts of the hest manufacturers of shoes in these
lines.
The prier range on Men's Shoes 1833 50 to 116.013and
on Women's Shoes $1110 to 37).00, 'and at each price you
• cannot get more shoe value anywhet
We sell, too, Little 11,(1 School House, Shoes for
children.

T

COCHRAN SHOE CO.
404% Broadway.

•

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUE,

PAGE FOUIL

had opportunity to study the local
situation. There is no doubt that
manual training properly introduced
AFTERNOON eND WEEKLY
and cultivated in the public „schools
BY THE SUN PUBUSHINO CO. is an important factor In the harmonious development of ciaildren.And
INCOHren ATED
T. DC FISHER, Preddella
let us say, that the Alumni associaH. 4. ?AXTON, General Manager.
tion seems to be going about the
CL Issentirrion RATIOSs
prudently,
systematically
liKatered at the posit:Mice at Pagesak. matter
Ky., as second class matter
and properly, and In that spirit we
THE DAILY SUN
are for manual training.
17 starrier, per week
By mall, per month, in edema** .25
W'hen Bishop Greer, of the diocese
By mall, per year, In advance.. 2.50
of New York, learned of the arrest
THE WEEKLY SUM
*et year, by mail. pu ,age paid...ILK of a young curate, who was acquaintAddress THE SUN, Paducah. Ky
ing himself with the vices of the
Office. 111 South Third
Peons° III
young, Calmat sae New "Tenderloin" in the interest of sociPayne
fork representatives.
ology, he promptre., deposed the
THE SUN can be found at Ma &Way young man. Sociology has nothing
Ne places.
R. D. Clements A HP.
to do with "Tenderloin vice." There
Van Culln Bros,
Is 'nothing to *be learned that we do
Palmer House.
John Wilhelm's.
not know by studying the vicious
practices of moral degenerates. Only
a strong executive arm can eradicate
such palpable evils. Sociology may
and does accomplish great good in
the betterment of home life, the
SATURDAY, APRIL 13.
training of the coming generation
and the moral upbuilding of society:
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
but the divine method employed in
the reformation of Sodom has never
March-1907. `a.„, e
.
March 1. 3885
March 16
3792 been improved upon by human methMarch 2.. 3846
March 18
3882 ods.
March 4..3890
March 19
3871
When J. S. Coxey started his faMarch 5..3308
March'20
3870
March C..3891
March 21
3872 mous army marching to Washington
March 7-..3891
March 22.. 3775 13 years ago, the country had not reMarch 23
3806 covered from the effects of a DemoMarch 8..3876
March 9..3820
March 25
3870 cratic administration, and the "genon foot.
March 26
3772 eral" marched his army
March 11..3846
March 12..3895
March 27
3776 Now, after a dozen years of RepubMarch 13..3943
March 28
3823 lican rule, he talks of chartering a
March 14..3848
March 29
3809 trdin for his army. Times and poliMarch 30
3813 tics do work wondrous changes, and
March 15..3733
99,943 Coxes's army is representative of the
Total

the Oatmeal)

14411*1

RECIPE

FOR

BOILS,

PIM-.

PLE14 AND SORES.
Shake well in a bottle the following and take one teaspoonful
after each mess and at bedtime,
viz.: Fluid Extract Dandelion
one-half ounce, Compound Kargan one ounce, Compound Syrup
Sarsaparilla three ounces.
These ingredients are harmless and can be obtained from
any good pharmacy here at nominal cost.
This mixture is said to be a
splendid Spring Tunic and Wood
C'eeinser, because of Its gentle,
though prompt, action in forcing
the ,kidneys to filter and strain
from the blood and cast out in
the urine all acids, waste and
micro-organisms
which cause
pimples, boils and eruptions and
which often ruin a good complexion.
Now is the time to take it.

v4.444.444.44.44.,e•
AT THE CHURCHESt

SATURDAY, APRIL 13.

munton at .10:45 o'clock.
Sande)
school at 9:90 o'clock..
M ECH AN IOSBURIG—Services
et
10:3.0 o'clock a. m. and 7:30 o'clock
p. m., the Rev. J. C. Shelton preaching. Sunday school at 2:34 o'clock.
FIRST—The Rev. S. B. Moore, pee
tor. Morning subject: "Does the
Christian Life Pay Now?" .Evening
subject: "Saul of Tarsus."

You don't buy a refrigerator often, then why not buy
the best? 'There is no rerigerator as good as our

North Star
With cork filled walls, made of oak and nicely finished. Guaranteed to use less ice than other makes. Your money back if net as
represented. Steel, enamel or opal lined.

Salvation Army.
Sunday morning, Fifth and Broadway, Vi a. m.; Fourth and Bradway,
11 a. ill.; 'Phird and Broadway, 2
o'clock; inside meeting at 3 P. m.:
Fourth and Broadway, 7 p. m.; inside meeting 8 p. in. Meetings every
night except Slonday. Headquarters
134) Broadway.

Refrigerators $6.50 Up.

Big Bargains in Our

Episcopal.
GRACE—The 'Rev. D. C. Wright.
rector. Holy Communion 7:30 a. in.
Sunday school 9:30 a. m. Morning
,raver and sermon 10:45 a. m. Evening prayer and sermon 4:30 p.

Don't Break Your
- Back

Furniture,
Carpet and
Matting
Departments.

Jewish.
TEMPLE ISRAEL — The Rev.
Meyer Lovitch, rabbi. -Service at 11
o'clock a. m. Subject: ."The Plliars
of the World, No. 1, Truth."

Ice Boxes $4.50 Up

Carrying that baby when we
are offering such low prices on
Folding Go-Carts. Large line
to select from. Rattan back
rubber tire carts this week

Closing Cut Skates Cheap.
Palace Furniture Polish
15c and 25c.

a

$2.50

Christian Science.
SERVICES-- Sunday 10:30
I tale ist.
o'clock, subject: "Doctrine of Atone'NOKTH T1\ ELFTH STREET— ment:" Wednesday 7:10 p. m. SunThe Rev. J. R. Clark, pastor. Even- day school e30 a. m. Hall 527 1-2
We are showing the largest line of Bicycles we have ever
ing subject: "How to Paint Paducah: Broadway. Public invited.
shown, consisting of the following makes: Cleveland, CresRed." Sunday school at 2:30 o'cioek.
cent, Columbia, Iver Johnson, Crown and cheaper makes.
Church Notes.
FIRST—The Rev. Calvin ThompThose desiring to take the state
soo, pastor, Morning subject: "Faith
examination
on the first book of
Illustrated."
_
Evening
subject:
"What I Should Do if I Were Satan." Teachers' training course mast be
3844 times.
Average for March,. 1907
Old wheels taken in exchange.
Cash or easy payments.
present at the class Monday night,
Music by male choir.
3790
Average for Marcle 1906.
and
bring
a
tablet
and
of
penpaper
Increase
$4
Maybe Delphin M. De'reas Is a
SECOND—The Rev. L. B. Graham,
6
cil with them as the examination will
Personally appeared before me, great criminal lawyer, but after the pastor. L'usal services.
be in writing. This will be the last
perdistently
;his April 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen- Thaw cape hadt been
meeting of the class until next fall
eral manager of The Sun, who af- "tried in the newspapers" weeks in
German.
when
the second book will be studfirms that the above statement of advance and public sentiment prejuEVANGELICAL—The Rev. Wil•
the circulation of Tha Sun for the diced In favor of the -defense, a Ham Bourquin, pastoi. Morning ser- led.
Broadwy.416
Second
quarterly conference atl
month of march, 1907, is true to the "hung jury" with an adverse major- vices in German. Evening services in
the
Broadway
church
Zdethbdist
will
ity Is not such a marvelous forensic English. Subject: "Education."
beat of his know:edge and belief.
be held by the Rev. J. W. Blacken',
PETER PURYEAR,
feat. We have lots of lawyers in
LUTHERAN — The Rev. Paul
Tuesday, April 21
Notary Public Paducah, who could do better than Bente will fill the pulpit
morning and
A special missionary service with Pig Iron association for this year.
take at least $100,000 to finance the at the end of, his address and he sat
My commission expires. January that and not charge $100,000, either. evening. Morning
service in German music will be held at the First PresTraffic conditions are 'better, but proposildon. To raise this sum
he down amid loud applause. For fully
22, 1908.
English at night.
byterian church.
the steel mills dre still unable to proposed that-students in colleges and five minutes the clapping and cheerPaducahans will be pleased' to
The Woman's Home Mission soci- make satisfactory deliveries and new universities throughout the United ing was prolonged
learn of the suggestion of Captain
and finally the
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Methodist. .
ety of the Trimble Street Methodist business comes forward in greater States donate 50 cents each. He said speaker
state treasuragain arose and said that
name
for
Ed
Farley's
For Mayor.
BROADWAY—The Rev. W, T. church wil„1 meet Monday afternoon tonnage than production, especially the lesson
furnished to Europe by probably the audience wonid like to
er. The First district is entitled to
Boiling, pastor.
Morning subject, at 2:30 o'clock ',With
The Sun is authorized to announce
Mrs. George for sheets and pipe. Structural steel such a movement would be an influ- contribute to the fUnd. Immediately
recognition on the Republican ticket
Is now a notable feature, large ne- ential factor in the quest of interna- a shower of silver landed en the
Charles Reed as a candidate for and Captain Farley stands high in "Many Members, but Only one Body." Bauer, North Seventh street.
Evening subject not Yet decided.
gotiations being under way, espe- tional peace. The suggestion came stage from all parts of the hall.
mayor, subject to any action of the the councils of his party. He would
TRIMBLE STREET—The Rev, G.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
cially for western mining interests
add strength to the_state ticket, and
Democratic party.
W. Banks, pastor. Preaching morn- Every dose makes you feel better. Lax-Foe
Improvement is noted In the pricut a big hole in the showing of
keeps
yOur
whole
insides
right. sole on the
Tbe Sun is authorized to announce
ing and evening.
mary
market for dry goodie, producmoney-back
plan
everywhere
Price
54)
cents.
"Gibraltar."
Thomas B. Harrison as a candidate the
LITTLE CYPISIESS—The Rev. T.
ers regarding current purchases as of
toe mifvor subject t the a.110t1 Of the
J. Owen preaches in the morning.
substantial character because price9
n'tplos i.:%'1EIV.
"In saJoon parlance an 'eye openDemocratic primary May 2; 1907.
are now on too high a level to enTENNESSEE STREET—The Rev.
er' is about 'three lingers' taken just
For City Assessor.
AlGeneral Trade Returns Highly Sat- courage speculative demand.
before breakfast," says the Owens- T. J. Owen _preaches at 3 o'clock
The Sun is authorized to announce
The Bankrupt Stock of Max J. Michelson, bought at 37 1= c
though jobbers are lees active than
isfactory—Encouraging News,
THIRD STREET—The Rev. Peter
boro Inquirer.
.1. W. Orr as a candidate for the ofNew York, April 13.— R. G. Dun at times earlier in the season, more
Morning subject:
With us an "eye opener" is a Fields, pastor.
on the dollar, is now being sold at prices unheard of. The stock
interest is shown by converters, and
fice of City•Assessnr, subject to the couple of knuckles applied quite
a "Same Practical Lessons From Every- if Co.'s weekly review of trade, says:
consists of Clothing, hoes, Hats, Caps and Gents' Furnishing
action of the Democratic primary bit before breakfast: but they don't day Life." Evening
there is less talk of reselling at secsubject: "How Erratic weather Makes trade reports
ond
May 2, 1907.
hands
below
quotations,
regular
irregular,
retail
sales
Goods. Don't fail to give us a call.
spring
wearof
the
Devil Sidetracks Us From the
get up as early In Owensboro as we
The Sun is authorized to announoe do.
ing apparel being retarded by storms No improvement has appeared in the
Main Line."
the candidacy of Stewart Dick for the
.some points. Temporary export division, nor is any expected
and cold at
office of city assessor, subject to the
Interruption
to retail
distribution at present prices. Activity in prints
All the information
about
the
Presbyterian.
action of the Democratic party.
no
Ili
effects
has
upon
and has provided a serious prtiblem for
jobbing
Amerlan
war comes through
Central
FIRST—The Rev. W. E. Cave,pasJ. J, Newman, Sale Manager.
For City Tree/surer,
the Fruit-- Dispatch company. The tor. Morning subject: "A Way Over wholesale business, howeves, heavy the printer, as cloths cannot be seThe Sun is authorized to announce
cured arui shipments from bleachercode about . Manuel
Bonilla must the Mountain." Evening subject: "A transactions and shipments testify0114101111•1115111111111111111111311211111111111111111111111111Mille
J. W. McKnight as a candidate for have been "lemon."
ing to confidence in the future,while lea are falling further behind.
Sale of a Soul."
the office of City Treasurer subject
Footwear producers report trade
mercantile collections show further
KENTUCKY AVENUE--The Rev.
still rather quiet but an increase is
to the action of the Democratic party.
Now don't complain. You will be J R. Henry, pastor. Morning sub- improvement.
For City Attorney.
Several strikes have? retarded work, found in comparison with recent prepaying five cents a glass for this ject: "The Modern Church." EvenThe Sun Is authorized to announce
notably
in saw mills at Portland, ceding weeks. Last week's large sales
kind of weather with cracked ice in ing subject: "Regeneration."
the candidacy of John G. M:lier, Jr.. it next summer.
Ore., and in ship building at Cleve- of leather were supplemented by a
land, but manufacturing returns are further good movement, giving the
as a candidate for city attorney subChristian.
satisfactory On the whole. Textile market a better tone.
ject to the action of the Democratic
Wisconsin's legislature has amendTENTH STREET — Tne
Rev. mii's, machine shops, steel plants and
primary, May 2, 1907.
ed the "anti-tights" law, making it
George H. Farley, pastor,
Usual footwear factories have little idle
SHOWER OF SILVER,
.ess comprehensive, but still covering
morning and evening services Oom- machinery, forward business appearDaily Thought.
the subject sufficiently to clear their
ing more rapidly than the rate of Greeted Stead's Preii - For College
No state can rise -above the level own skirts.
production In many cases.
Peace Fund.
average
of her
man, and every un11,14r"Mllbwt1'4411110.4111.4
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Most enclouraging
news
comes
trained man lowers her moral and
A man stumbled over a hole in
Pittsburg, April 13.— At the close
from the iron and
steel industry,
Complete machine shop.
economic efficiency-,--Mrs. H. W. Cairo this morning and hurt himself.
of a remarkable address by William
large sales of pig iron being made
Mengel.
Unless a hole is very deep at Cairo
T. Stead edeter of "Review of Re123424 N.Fourth Mt.
Phoneys 7137
for delivery up to the end of the
It protrudes above the surface of the
views," London, at the rededication
year. Prompt ehiprnents were at reg• OUR TELEGRAPH SERVICE.
town.
ceremonies of tne Carnegie Institute
ular quotations, but of the remote
In Pittsburg today, In
Pride goeth lo:Lore a fall. Some
which the
dates were sod srt el less, or ;21
RECTIFIERS TO leIGH'I'.
speaker announced a plan to raise
few weeks ago a peducah newspaper
valley furnace. It Is believed that the
$100,900 for pilgrimages from
(not The Sun) modestly—proclaimed
all
week's business in Bessemer alone
countries to The Hague conference,
in a leader on the edittYPIal page that Will Test Whisky Decision of Food
Modern Plumbing
aggregated 250,000 tons and coverunbounded enthusiasm took possesCOlitIlliseilott in Court.
It now ilas the "best telegraph sered all the surplus °Nile Bessemer
You cannot say your home
sion of the large audience.and_mon_ vice outside Loutevel'e_Itt the stale,"
your
s
ey
was
thrown
on
the
atage.
Loulsrihe,
Ky., April 13.—The deYesterday even-ieg this same paper
We are showing some verv
in°denaand
bathroom fot:inhll
HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
es iciibinold
i
Mr. Stead estimated that it would
printed in black face type at 'the cision of the government relative to
"Life consists not In living, but in
handsome
new
sox
for
Sumhead of a column on the front page the pure food law
will be fought
Unsani
Modern. plumbing ama kiatit r7m equipment
enjoying health."
over the story of the Thaw trial, this through the supretne court of the
mer. They come In the drop
makes your hound' Isealdly and ceef,etable.
We could all enjoy health if we
. Information: "If there is a verdict United States," was the expression
111.amteetr plumbing fixtures are the most durable
conformed to Nature's simple laws.
stitch and. light weight lisle
before-6 o'clock this evening • • • of a Prominent blender yesteiday reand sanitary fixtures made. We handle this line
Disease is merely a result of thenonIn browns, grays, tans, blue4
will bulletin the information In pub- garding the interpretation of the law
and add our own guarantee to the manutacturers.
observance of those laws, either by
lic places. Our :Vest advice indicates ivbicu requires that neutral spirits
We combine skilled, experienced labor with reanegligence, accident or ignorance
and fancy, tasteful
patterns
sonal,le prices and prompt service.
a Verdict is probable."
combined with whisky shall be labeled
These reasons are, as a rule, of litin a great variety of shades.
'In the same relative position on a mixture or compound. There in no
tle consequence after
disease bei the front page The Sun printed in doubt that a warm fight
You will be surprised at the
comes manifest and properly diagIs, in prosblack fare type: "The Thaw jury pect. Marion E. Taylor,
nosed. It Is the nature of the treatof Louiseacellent value we give you
disagreed." That was the most pubment and the results obtained that
ville, President of the National Who'.er
1k' place in Paducah The Sun could sale Liquor
for 25e, the price range, howconcern you.
Dealers' association, was
imagine. Maybe that is what our con- said
Nature is the ever present factor
to have telephone communicaever, Is to $1.0-0. Note the
temporary thought, also. At any rate, tion
in the cure of disease. The Osteowith W. M. Hough, attorney of
WP had the result of the Thaw trial a
displays on the balcony I
path appreciates this fact, and uses
the association, yesterday afternoon,
day ahead of the other Paciticah paall means that are natural, recogafter which he left the tity. It was
our show windows.
per..
nizing and toting diet, air, water, exsaid at his residence last night that
ercise and other hygienic measures
it was not known what his destinaEvery week adds many new
It is with gratification born of our tion is nor
as natural assistants to scientific mawhen he will retrirn. It
love for the schoo's The Sun ac- I. presumed.
things
in
Men's Neckwear.
nipulations to secure
normality to
that he has gone to conknowledges receiving information, fer
disturbances.
any
structure
and
all
personally with Mr. Hough reia, Dor shipments are always the
since the publication of an editorial
I should be pleased to refer you, at
tive to testing the decision.
very latest things out, and are
on "What Is Education," that the
time, to Paducah people you
any
I •
High School. Alumni association had
know well who can attest to what
mostly gonnoed patterns.
Five Thoueen(l Die
i
anticipated our advice and mitresAgent for
Osteopathy has' dons for _them In
•Shanghai, April 13 •—'Pelegrams repototrei With Professor tnenagey bee
eases of rheumatism. asthma, neuralceived here from twenty points 10he
fore declaring in favor of Manual
gia. nervousness, stomach, liver, and
famine district report that the con
training. The members received a
bowel troubles, eeilerna, sick head(Minns
are growing worse. Whole
wholly satisfactory
eourteont and
aches, lit grippe cediditione, malaria,
Ii
Hisigant rand °Waitletter from the atiperIntendent-elert. families have been found dead in 01
lumbago, diaturtren tleloOd renditions.
bleb increases air respect for him. their houses and corpseerites seen lyewe If to youryen'
III
ere
Yen
Office
If
Phones
369,
it. o at
at
Cair
lk t
Residence Phones 726
ettle. Probably gee i
e speaks favorably of ,the Pdea„ but Big by the
self to Investigate OnleePalhY
11-"AL.MLIR
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titOusand
ampholl
roadDemons are tiring dati- .„
he M121 not toeing*
Pastlucea14, Ky.
Dr. G. B. IrRotailkiell 'Broadway.
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BICYCLES A N D BICYCLE SUNDRIIS
Bicycles $15 Up.

GLEAVES4SONS

BANKRUPT SALE

123 SOUTH SECOND ST.

C
t

es •
-..---

Foreman Bros.. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Men's Sox

and Ties

HY buy hand-me-down
clothes at tailormade prices when you can
! get Real Tailor-Made
clothes, made here at
home, Exclusive patterns
and guaranteed to fit for

I

e

•

1I
i

$25 and up,

HARMELING
The Tailor.

E. D. Hannan

ACCIDENT INSURANCE

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Travelers Insurance Co.

•
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CRITICISES EORAKER'S SPEECH

d go.

Secretary Taft's Brother Says Syne.
tor Mistakes His nuts.

HAVE U NOTICED?

Cincinnati, April 13.- Charles P.
Taft. brother of Secretary Taft, toMITCHELLS for hoth-grade bicyWater Lily Party.
day, as political manager for his cles, 326-328 South Third street.
Mrs. Claude Russell entertained
brother, had the following to say
HORTON-SINE---tie Minters Ifid
the Water Lily dancers of the D. A.
regarding Senator Foraker's speech
Vaperhangers. Old phone 2001.
R. Flower Carnival wIth a party at
last night at Canton:
her home, 320 North Sixth street,
WANTED-Nurse. Apply to Wm.
The crucial point of the senator's
the
of
Each
yesterday afternoon.
career was his action on the railroad Deal, New Richmond House.
dancers invited a friend. Music and
In our Ready-to-Wear Department for your new Spring
rate bill. He exploited his opposition
FURNISHED ROOM for rent. Apgames were features of the evening.
have
received
many
attractive
we
week
last
the
In
Suit.
to the bill chiefly on the ground of ply to 313 Madison, Phone 2954/.
Jesse Flowers won the boy's prize
its unconstitutionality. Mr. Foraker
suits for your selection, and for the woman who wants
with
FOR RENT-Good r001:13
and Agnes Adams the girl's prize for
forgets that he was sent to the sen- board, 326 South Third.
style and quality to individualiza her dress for spring,
pinning blind folded a water lily on
ate by the people of Ohio as a legiscombined with superb fit, at a moderate cost, should
GET YOUR MEALS at 326 South
the picture of a lady's head tacked
lator in congress, not as a judge on
were
Refreshments
on the wall.
Third.
visit this section and let us show her just such garments.
the supreme bench. It was his duty
served.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
as the representative of the people to
were:
present
Those
vote for a bill which would protect 437 F. Levin.
Lottie Briggs, Ilene Scopes, Agnes
their interests. Any constitutional
FURNISHED ROOM foi rent. GenAdams, Lucile Rawleigh,Gladys Wardchibt should have been set aside in tleman preferred. Apply 810 Jefferfield, Azny Simon, Beulah Acree,Besfavor of his constituents, leaving duly son street.
decond Yloar.
ale Michael, Dorothy Rowland, Kathauthorized authority under the conSIX ROOM house for rent, Me
Robertson,
erine Wilkerson, Irma
stitution to pass upon that question.
South Sixth street. Apply to Joe
Elwin Berry, Lucile Palmer, Winnie
Senator Foraker's constituents in
Mattison. Phone 2111.
Potter, Mary Esker, Adine Corbett,
Ohio, under the circumstances, may
Mary Evans. Flo Armentrout, Lollie
FOR PAINTING see Greathouse &
easily inquire how far will he allow
Margaret
Robertson, Mary Brown
Garrett,
contracting painters. Old
this constitutional ctinscience to opBonds, Ruth Maret, Grace Acree,
erate against ,their welfare in other Phone 1.064.
Mary Morris, Marie Weille, Tillie cases
THREE furnished or unfurnished
Bauer Lydia Weille, Jesse Flowers,
rooms for rent to colored people. ApFranklin Sutherland, Ewell Russell
ply 722 Jackson street.
Night Riders Warn.
Alvin Berry, Oscar Cheek, Lawrence
April
13.ReFOR RENT- 5 room cottage,
Warren, Julius
Circuit Court.
Cheek, Thompson
-For Dr. Pendley, ring 416.
ports from the northwestern portion modern copieniences, 520 Adams.
filfor
Yesterday was the last day
Rosenthal.
-For Copeland's stable phone 140
of this county, along the Caldwell Apply on premises.
2 ing suits in circuit court for the
/
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 4001
county line, show that the band of
furnished
Party.
FOR
RUNT-Newly
tiled:
were
Surprise
following
term
and
April
Broadway. Phone 196.
night riders who called Pooly Rees"
J. W. Pendley, administrator of
A pleasant surprise party was oat in the yard last Saturday night rooms, Modern convenienees, $10 per
-Drink Belvedere, the master
month. 520 North Sixth street. •
Luella Briggs, against Samuel Briggs given Floren Shoutta, at the home of
brew.
a:so visited other farmers of that
FOR SALE- Brick house. Six
his aunt, 'Mrs. E. M. M.artin, on Fri- neighborhood and left warning notes
-Belvedere beer is a home pro- et' al, suit to settle the estate.
M. L. Hays against A. C. Shelton, day evening. These present were:
2
/
duct. Remember that.
on gates of some whom they did not rooms, hall and bath room. Lot 421
x165. Apply to J. M. Dunlap, 1414
-Commencing at once, all ice J. D. O'Bryan and J. S. Troutman for Misses Minnie Shoutta, Ruble Kettler, call out of their houses.
have been received May Peat, Sadie Pearson, Lula Roffe,
cream delivered at residences will be $190 alleged to
Among those visited besides Reese Monroe.
by the constable through an lrregu- Dorotha Oberehouser, Susie Obensent. C. 0. D. H. G. Thompson.
'FOR SALE-Four 8-foot long
were W. H. Butler, Henry Woolsey
on an attachment.
-Fine carnations at 5.0e per dozen :ar sale of property
houser, Mary Martin, Messrs. Floren and Edgar Reed. Butler and Wool- plate-glass, oak finish show cases,
The latter two are bondmen of the
at Rtiunson's, 529. Broadway.
Shoutta, Cockrell, Wurth, Q. Lynn, sey were notified that they would be with counter oak case, Address C. P.
A. C. Shelton.
-Wedding invitations, announce- constable,
Heveline, Williams and Porter.
allowed three days In which to join R., Sun office.
Henrietta Cushman against Lola
Incorporated.
ments and every character of enthe association, and both have done
FOR SALE-Mercantile property.
White, administratrtx of Fred Cushso. A note was put into L. N. Mc- Prices from $1,800 up. Telephone H.
graved work is given careful, perEnjoyable Evening Party.
man, for $235-and the settlement of
sonal attention at the,. Sun_ Job office.
Miss C-Istra Scott was pleasantly Carge4r rural free mail _delivery box C. Hollins. -Call at sTruelreart Btritti
estate.
the
-For this week we offer Thomas
Friday night by a number telling him that be had now been ing.
surprised
FOR SALE-Salem Avenue vacant
FOR RENT -Furnished front
George W. Davidson against Ed
Dixon's best novel, The Clansman, at
at her home, 302 Har- "riding the association" through the
friends
8.0x114. $600. H. C. Ho'e
her
of
property
St
Washington
509
at
Apply
room.
alleged
$103.25,
FOR SALE-Investment property
Jones & Sons for
the special price of 50 cents. R. D.
evening was en- American 'Society of Equity for two
The
building, telephont
street.
Trueheart
rison
lins,
yielding 16 per cent. Price $2,000. - FOR RENT- 9 rooms. Apply
due on account.
Clements gs Co.
Among those or three years, and that this would
all.
by
spent
127.
joyably
company
Trust
and
Building,
H. C. Hollins, Trueheart
CEobe Bank
1018 Trimble.
-air. Henry Sanders, of the MaYSexton, not do, and that he must join the
against 0. D. Schmidt, suft for present were: Misses Ida
Real Estate and Rentals.
FOR SALE-Get on our list if'
FOR SALE-Good family horse.
association.
field road, bears the distinction of
Eunice
Leona Mil6s, Mayme Heath,
$145.47 on a note.
to
want to sell.' Look at our list
street.
$10
you
WANTED
Fourth
pay
HELP
North
-We
623
Apply
scrawla
in
was
written
note
The
owning seetoar-legged chicken. The
James Scheffer against Nora Schef- White. Donnie Levin, Flora Johnson,
if you want to buy. See Hollins_
$25 for names of people in your town.
pencil,
Broadlead
with
1-2
a
hand,
ing
back
311
WANTEDBOY
ago,
days
three
hatched
was
chicken
fer for divorce, alleging abandons Clara Rhodes, Effie Rhodes, Kate
Trueheart building.
Write for full particulars. A. C. way.
and the extra twb legs hang froin ment. They married in January,1901, ttnderson, Bell. Underwood, Minnie on a rough piece of paper. Other simNewport, Ky.
Sec'y.,
boxes.
Perry,
other
in
were
left
notes
ilar
'tire
rubber
w:ngs.
FOR SALE-Erick store, good 10.
under the
bugFOR SALE-Good
Roark, Nell' Roark, Geraldine Gibson,
and separated April, 4903.
It is said that the night riders, who
on gy. Apply 102 Broadway.
FOR
house
SALE-Three
room
Mechanicsburg, 31.500.
in
cation
-City subscribers to the Daily
Loeb,
H.
Scott:
'S.
Clara
Mtabel Epperheimer,
Emma Phelps against
were about 15 to 20 in manlier, and South Fourth street. good condition.
Terms satisfactory. H. C. Hollina
Sun who wish the delivery of their for $180, alleged to be the value of Messrs. Cecil Robertson, Rudy King
repressed,
cleanea,
CLOTHES
all masked met in a body near the Price $850. H. C. Hol:Ins, Trueheart
papers stopped must notify our col- property sold under the hammer il- Frank Beadles, Robert Yancey, Oscar
Trueheart Building, Real Estate and
paired. Jas. Duffy, Phone 959-a.
homes of the farmers they visited. Building, Real Estate and Rentals.
direct
requests
lectors or make their
Rentals.
legally.
Straub, Will Thomas, Joe Gourieux TheySeft cards inscribed "Night RidWANTED-Family sewing to do.
FOR SALE-Vacant lots anyto The un office. No attention. will
John Egan against the National Will Farrow, John Rook, Harry McFOR RENT-1 wo brick atoll
trees.
of
ntimber
a
upon
ers" stuck
where everywhere. What will you Call at 428 South Third..
be paid to such orders when given Credit company for $220.41, aleged Adams, Claude Ford, Clarence Roblouses, Eleventh and Broadway, one
ave? Telephone 127, H. C. Hollins,
to our carriers. Sun PahLishing Co. orrt. prOd peruAt.
s
ASK your grocer tor Smdth
hou.e,
business
brick
rtson.
two-story
mjchigao Hone* for Toro Oest Fare.
Padutth "PookseleCree
furilSet. toN4a1ly
Real Estate and Rentals,. Trueheart Butze's Bread and Cakes. Telephone
- Illarbtko
Thirteenth and Clay. Paducah Brew.
13. -The 2
Aprll
Lansing,
Mich..
Building. •
beer: "
against R. E. Torian et al, fof $220.69-a.
ng company.
Mr. Russell McClean has resigned cent railroad fare bill recently pass-Place yoour orders for wedding 41, alleged to be due on account.
reshrewd,
s;
WAN"I'ED-Detective
over
Central ed by the senate veas passed by the
floor
Illinois
RENT-Tnird
FOR
the
clerk
at
as
bill
FREE EMPLOYMENT bureau. No
The Sun is
Invitations at borne.
J. R. Ferguson against the Ferguliable man for profitable secret serv- Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
office and will go to Louis- house today with only one dissenting
for services rendered, eithet
chargee
showing as great an assortment as son-Palmer company mill for 85,350 freight
vote. The bill allows upper peninsu- ice, to act under ord'srs; no exper- St. Apply F. N. Fisher, Post Office.
to applicant or employer of labor.
prices damages for Injuries sustained in a ville for the Louisville & Nashville.
you will find anywhere at
WebsC.
ience necessary. Write H.
Mrs. J. G. Miller has gone to Cri la roads and those roads of the lowONE nice front room furnished for Charity club, 307 Kentucky avenue,
muck lower than you will have to failing block from a chute in the mill
er peninsula whteil earn Jess than ter, Indianapolis, Ind.
visit.
to
der
rent. Bath and all modern conveni- phone 629 office open from 9 to 12
yards.
pay elsewhere.
from passenFOR SALE-Fly room frame cotMr. and Mrs. Lee Harris and daugh $1,200 a mile annually
o'clock every forenoon.
ences. Aptly 918 Broadway.
----Paducah Post A. T. P. A., will
ger trains to charge 3 cents a mite, tage on North Side, high class comto
arrived
have
Cincinnati
of
ter,
Court.
County
meet tonight at 11 o'clock to elect
stenograas
WANTED-Positton
WANTED-We have a buyer for
320 but all other roads are required to munity, bath, pantry and outbuildJ. W. Pendley this morning was visit Mr. and Mrs. L. Harris, of
officers for the ensuing year. ArGoveraor War- ings. $2,000. H. C. Hollins, Trueheart pher by competent young lady. Ad- your farm. Send us full descriptioa
cents.
2
only
charge
houella North Fifth street.
rangements for the state convention appointed administrator of
dress 305 North Fourth street.
ner's influence has been bshind the Bulletin.
of it and name price. H. C. Hollins,
, Real Estate and Rentals.
Mrs. C. M. Martin has returned to
Briggs.
also
to be held Saturday, May 12, will
and 'Rentals, Trueheart
bill.
JUST RECEIVED- A big lot of
FOR RENT-Five room house Real Estate
J. W. Pendley was appointed ad- her home in Greenville after visiting
'be made.'
building.
street.
Fourth
shoes.
high
South
Regular with bath., 319
grade sample
Mrs,. Pat O'Brien.
-We give you better carriage and ministrator of Louel:a Briggs.
Talleyrand's Revenge.
price $5 and $6. We offer them at Phone 1937..
FOR SALA,- i so room house on
ttie Key and mother, of
Miss He.
better service for the money, than
related
In a recent biography it is
half price. Ben Klein, Under New
the
Side, half block of car line. 101
cheap.
North
sale
Filed.
and
"Lion
for
attended
the
Deeds
Mayfield,
RESTAURANT
Is given by any transfer company in
that Talleyrand sent across the chan- Richmond House.
avenue. Old phone 4.0x12.0 to alley, can be bought at big
Kentucky
228
Cecil Reed deeds to T. E. Lewis, Mouse" performance last night.
America. Fine carriages for special
diplomatic
nel on the matter of a
WANTED-Salesmen ot
ability 999-r.
county, $1,600.
bargain. H. C. Hollins, Trueheart
Mr. Louis M. Rieke, Jr., returned
occasions on short notice, also ele- property in the
the
learned there that
France
Lewis,
E.
and
T.
and neat appearance to call on all
to
building, telephone 127.
this-morning from a week's business.
W. N. Dickey
Painting,
and
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
PAPER
CLEANING
and
deposed
been
$4,- trip through West Kentucky and French king had
road,
Husbands
in
elegant
their
merchants
territory;
on
property
.
cards
calling
FOR SALE-Eighteens" and Haz,
-You know your
old. Phone 2029. C. S. Creason. Work
that his mission was prematurely at
side line convenient to carry; good guaranteed and done by union labor. rtson street lots, high above street,
Tennessee.
are correct when they come from the 499.26.
favorvery
ben
an end He had not
remittance.
commissions; prompt
C. T. Trueheart to Ed Fletcher,
George
City License Inspector
splendid building site, Faxon's AddiSun office. Script cards and plate,
ably received. The queep had turnFURNITURE EXCHANGE, 245
.
0
$18county,
the
Lehnhand and Mr. James Wilcox., the ed her back on him when presented Belmont Mfg Co., Cincinnati, 0.
tion lots; suburban property, prices
$1.5'd a hundred; the Old Engilah at proterty In
South Third, buys furniture and
McKinney,
Silas donee to Stella
well known civil engineer, left this at St. James. "She did quite right,"
POSITION WANTED- I have
from $150 to $400 on convenient pay$3.00.
stoves. New phone 90.0-a.
addition, $1
morning for Epperson on business;
ments. See Hollins. Trueheart Bldg.
---A small frame building in the property in the Norton
"Her competent, relialfe young lady stenosaid Talleyrand, afterward.
considerations.
other
house
and
FOR RENT-Eight room
went
to
Little Cy Majesty is very ugly."
grapher and assistant bookkeeper,
Mr. Sam Given
,ear of William Hummel's residence
LEFT OVER- We have a few
Fannie E. Row.and to the Paducah press this morning on business.
also a young man stenographer, and on West Broadway, $25 per month. spring wagons and buggies that we
on South Third street near Nortern
company, propMrs. Charles Akers_of Twelfth ant'
street, caught fire last night at 8 Printing and Binding
-1-The cold snap ushered in half a bookkeeper, whom I highly recom- Telephone 127, H. C. Ho:11nr, True- must get out of our way, and to do
between First and Jones streets, Is seriously 1)1.
o'clock and was extinguished with- erty on Broadway
dozen applications for fuel and gro- mend. Address Box 114, Metropolis, heart Building.
so, will sell at a bargain, if sold at
Second streets, *9,500.
WANTED--To rent small house once. Sexton Sign Works 16th. anti
•
Conductor J. N. Moore IS sick at ceries to Secretary Jap Toner, of the
out damage.
FOR SALE-Eight room residence and garden near city,' or in suburb. Madison. Phone 401..
his home. 801 Clark street.
-The Paducah chapter, United
Charity club.
Mrs. Maude Blancnard, of Boston.
on. North Seventh street, every mod- Johd M. Wilkins, 9414 Tennessee
Police Court.
Daughters of the Confederacy, wish
FOR SALE-Frame residence of
Mrs.
ern convenience, chandeliers for gill 'area, New phone 925.
Lawrence Fisher, colored, whipped will arrive Thursday to visit
to have the names of all Confederate
two stories, large rooms, newly paand electricity In all rooms, pave- veterans desiring the cross of honor his wife and was fined $50 and costs Hubbard S. Wel's and Mrs. George
FOR SALE-Brick store near N., pered, equipped with- all modern conB. Hart. Mrs. Blanchard Is pleasantly
ments front and bark. $3,700. II. C. C. & St. L. passenger station, includon June 3, tbe day set for conferring In police court this morning
veniences, within three blocks of
Holltns, Real Estate and Rentals, ing also small residence, lot 4'ax166.
them. It is necessary to have the
Jim Robinson, colored, who cut remembered here from previous visBroadway business section. Lot 601
Trueheart Bldg.
mamas...some time in advance, an an- William Gaerg.tt wits a knife In 19104, its.
Rollins, 'Trueheart 165; stable and other out boogies.
c.
E. T. liraTtlfier-CT
warehouse
pac,ttion should be made at once to was arrested last night immediately
FOR SALE- Good
$3.000. H. C. Hollins, Trueheart
in the city today.
lie
visited
was
and
city,
the
property On N., C. & St. L. tracks,
the chapter, or It will be too late.
on his return to
FOR SALE--Nine room residence Building, Telephone 127.
from
returned
has
Susan
Kell
Mrs.
lot 100 ft. along tracks and 100 ft.
granted a continuance.
with sewerage, porcelain bath, hot
FOR SALE-Beautiful West End
Danville, Tenn., after a month's visit
on street, Including eleven room resHOTEL ARRIVALS.
and cold water, gas; lot 50x165 to home with large_ yard. fine shade
friends.
and.
relatives
to
idence and small warehouse. Price
Palmer-0, A. Krag, St. Louis;
-Herman Hale, colored, who cut
alley. Price $4,060. Call at office. trees, excellent location. This re-I$2,650. H. C. Hollins, Real Estate
L. Keifer. Cincinnati; H. W. Arus- Clarence Trice, colored, was sentenc- . Mr, and Mrs. J. Benedict left`thia
H. C. Hollins, Trueheart
dence is built in the most subssantial
relavisit
to
Pittsburg
and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg.
eine, Clevelan4; J. P. Bell, Philadel- ed to three years in the reformatory morning for
manner, double wells, double floors
MEN
WANTED
EVERYWHERETtives.
phia; J. F. Mathis, Memphis: A. S. this morning In juvenile court.
-WA-NTED-For U. S. Army; Ableof hard wood, lot 173 feet to private
Good
pay-to
distribute
circulars,
Wormwood, Springfield, I:1.; J. M
bottled unmarried men between ages
ads, matter, tack signs, etc. No can- al:ey. Prise $7,000. H. C. Hollins.
McGee, La Center: R. A.'AtkIns,CalGOOD TO KEEP.
of 21 and 35; citizens of United
vassing, National Adv. Bureau, Chi- Trueheart building.
ro: S. L. Bowden, Hope, Ark.; C. H.
States, of good character and temcago.
FOR SALE-Two story frame
Neely, WaShington City: Bunk Gardperate habits, who can speak, read
ner, Mayfield; (I. P. Kraus, CincinFOR RENT- Seven room house, dwelling on Jefferson stsnet, parlor,
and write English. For information
nati; J. M. McKinnon, Nashville; J.
apply to recruiting officer, New Rich- new, porcelain bath, electric lights, nine bed rooms, kitchen, dining room
water, gas, electric
H. Mullen, St. Louis.
thoroughly modern, situated Monroe hot and cold
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
Belvedere---Q. A. Gowan, Nashlights, large latticed hack porch, two
FOR SALE-- We have several street In Harahan Boulevard; $25
ville; W. D. Henderson, Nashville:
pieces of good property on which we per month. H. C. Hollins, Telephone large halls, hardwood finish, newly
J. B. PorterfleidSavannah, Tenn.; G.
papered, excellent condition, high,
Save been requested to submit et- 127 Trueheart Building.
W. Waggoner, Elizabethtown, II.; A
MONDAY
FOR SALE-Nine room brick res- dry lot. 50.:165, large stable, tine
ers. If you are looking for good,
J. Ransom, Buffalo; W. B. Ward, Mehinge, try this. Owners out of city idence close to business section of shade trees, brick and concrete walks
tropolis: R. H. North, Corinth, Miss.;
anxious to sell. Property ranging In Broadway, lot 57x173. hard wood fin- front and back, large alley. Price
As has been announced, for
W. N. Robbins, Chicago.
valui from $600 to $6,000. H. C. ish, cabinet mantels, porcelain bath, $6.000. H. C. Hollins, Real Estate
a time we will sell Shop Caps
New Richmond--C. M. Haiti:ran !sewerage, hot and cold water, gas and Rentals. Trueheart building.
Hollins, Trueheart' Building.'
vine; Tom Miles, Mayfield; Wiltiam
for TWO CENTS on Monand electric lights; $6,000, Terms arOF INtEREST to Parties
FOR
SALEJust
finished
house
Shuppbs,rger, Memphis; Will Linn.
days only. Come itt any time
ranged satisfactorily. H. C. Hollins, money-If you have any difficult/ bi
of
ball.
four
rooms,
reception
Front
0
13.
murray; W. V. Parker, Faxon;
Monday and get one of these
and back porch. Water in kitchen. Real Estate and Rentals, Trueheart Piecing your surplus ?undo, write Of
Talley, Parts, Tenn.; J F. Heath,
cap sold to
one
on me, as I tare • Owtsber
only
cam
Kit/ blot+ ?rein ear line. Os 46 foot
Manse.
Snitth:
:
Y
atam
rti4n
7111-rin
some
SAldr----.1effereoE- Street, nine applications for money
lot. Smill cash payment, balance ag
each customer.
land; .1. W. Haynes, Blood; J. ,L.
monthly Installments. L. B. Sanders, room residence, hot and cold water, from $300 40 and up 'with real estate
Abell, Smithland; S. L. Dale, Kevi,11:,
President McCricken
Real Estate porcelain bath, conveniently arrang- security, good Interest latest, elks,
Dr. .1. 0. Puryear, Wingo; Henry
and Mortgage Co., Office 31R South ed, situated on high lot fronting SO parson-al investigation, all eotnmonfo
Chalabers, New Liberty,
sath street, Phone 765.
feet and running back 160 feet to cations strictly oonfidentlai. S. T.
_
30 ft. alley. H. C. Hollins. Real I. Reedit. Leaps, Rose RsIsste and In
She: "Do you think that a little temper is a bad thtda in a woman?"
-Ton may "follow the ertvird" In
Miss futile Fields returned this fate and Rentals, Trueheart Build- etrretwe, ROOM 1, Alagelealt-Gers.aa
11IN.
.01.1.11.01rd 1,
ffil
It fa A good thing, and oho ought never to lea. it
advertising your store-or you may
morning from a v it in Fulton,
ing.
`78.Uonal Beak.
P
LAMA
be tlie man the crowd follows.
;

The Difference in the
Cuttingr of

arments 01 6tqle and .Qualitg

LAWN MOWERS?

6uit4
?a,$17.50 to $35

•r

4/art3
$5.90 to $17.50

Hart's Lawn Mower has the genuine
shear cut that leaves the lawn even
and makes a clean cut on each grass
blade, which makes the grass grow
stronger and thickens the sod, producing the beautiful velvet lawn so
much desired. Being ball bearing
throughout the work is reduced to a
pleasant exercise.

The Puce is Right

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
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Women Who Wear Well. 01110 POLITICS

ization in Ciritannati. That speech,
while it did, perhaps, little harm to
the state ticket. certainly caused the
r It is astonishing how great a change • harmful, or habitforming drug is to be
deftat of the Cox ring In Cincinnati.
•few years et Learned life often make Ffound in the list of its ingredients printlacillowing the defeat of Herrick
in the appearance and disposition of eel on each bottle-wrapper and attested
there wee much complaint in the
many women. The freshness, the 1 under oath as complete and correct.
ccmdition of theanetnale system
state against "bossism" and many
charm, the brilliance vanish like the
Favorite -Prescription do
bloom from a flower which is rudely
symptoms of a revolt Inside the orhatm. its whole Foraker Keeps Himself To
bandied. The matron is only a 'dimi
ganization against Senator Dick. To
is
S
invigorate and
shadow, a faint mato of the charming , regulate the whole female
forestall this he made an alliance
system and
Front By Fighting
maiden. Fee young women appreciate especially the pelvic organs. Wheu
with Foraker and Cox. Representsthe shock of the system through the these are deranged in function or affect'tires Burton of Cleveland, neverchange which comes with marriage and eci by disease, the stomach and other
theless, made the fight and last year
motherhood. Many neglect to deal with organs of digestion become sympatheti- Indication!. Are That Taft Has Better
cally deranged,
polled one-third of the vote in the
the unpleatient pelvic drains and weak- ened, and a longGie nerves are weakSitua
of
tion—Compromise Will
list of bad, unplea
Dayton convention and e'ected seiren
news %Oath too often come with mar- ; symptoms follow. Too much mustsant
not
He Had.
out of 21 members of the state cenriage and motherhood, not understand- he expected of the "Favorite Preecriplion."
i
It
will
tral committee against the two sennot perform miracles;
ing that this secret drain is robbing the
cheek of its freshness and the fortn of will not cure tumors—no medicine will.
ators, Foraker and Dick. The latter
. It trill often prevent them, if taken in
its fairness.
i
ed to present a resolia
1time, and thus the operating table and POSITION OF SENATOR DICK. fullYntend
As surely as the general lusklth suffers the surgeon'. knife may be avoide
Aim indorsing Foraker far president
d.
when there is derangement of the health
at that convention, but be desire 8
Doctor's AU Algae. The most emiof the delicate womanly organs,so surely nent writers on 3fateria Medico
at that convention, but he desisted,
, whose
when these organs are established in works are consulted as authorities by
Washington, D. C., April 13.— fearing
that, they had no majority.
health the face and form at once witness physicians of all the different schools of Just now Ohio is the most
conspicul
Strength of Taft.
practic
,
e,
extol,
in
the most positive
to the fact in renewed comeliness.
ous state in the union because of the
Since that convention the revolt
More than a milliOn women have found 1 terms, the curative virtues of each and
every ingredient entering into Dr. heated condition of her politics, and inside
the organization has grown
health and happiness in the use of Dir. Pierce's Golden Medica
l Discovery.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It makes fact it is the only medicine, put up In If the rival Warwicks tip -there prove until it now is claimed that 12 of the
for as good prophets as they
have sue: le, members of the congressidna
weak women strong and sick women sale through druggists for the cure of
l
well. Ingredients on libel—contains all diseases of the mutates surfaces, as ceeded in being in the past in mak- delegation and a majority of the
state
nasal
catarr
h, throat, laryngeal, and ing presidents, the successor to Theno alcohol or harmful habit-forming
centre! committee to* against the
bronchial affecti
drugs. It is made wholly of those ing, or hang-o ons attended by linger- odore Roosevelt will be front the senators.
n-coughs that has any
native, American, medicinal roots most such professional endorsement—
worth "Buckeye" state. Int to and includd Of the five great cities of the
highly recommended by leading med- more than any amount of lay or non- ing the late William' McKinley,Ohi
o state there are conceded to Taft
for
ical authorities of all the several schools professional testimonials.
furnished five presidents-- one less presid
ent: Cleveland
Dayton and
Do not expect too much from the use than
of practice for the cure of woman's
Virgin
ia
has
given to history Columbus. In
of Da. Pierce's Golden Medical DisCleveland, the largest
peculiar ailments.
covery. It will not work miracles. It and to fame. The battle royal, now city in the state,
For nursing mothers, or for those will net
the old Foraker mabroken-down in health by too frequent vanced cure consumption in its ad- being arranged will he fought out , chine, led ba, Burton, and
the old
stages.
No
medici
ne
will.
Nor
by Senator Foraker and j)ielt, in conbearing of children, also for the expect- is the
Hanna Machine, under Herrick, are
"Discdvery" so good for a sudden
ant mothers, to prepare the system for attack
trol
of
the
remain
s
of
the
old Hanna both for Taft and it is
of acute cough, but for the
the coming of baby and make he ad- lingering,
doubtful if
obstinate, hang-on-cot
—W
. - machine. on one side, and Secretary Foraker cou•d poll 10 per
vent easy and almost paint- -s, there is accompanying
cent. of
caarrit
al, throat, Imam- Taft., supported by President
no medicine quite so good ea a Favorite -ileli—iaaU•
Roost- the vote at a primary. To
have any
Prescription." It can do no harm in Most tri - bronchia{ affections, it is a vela and Reprasentative Burte
efficacious remecfi In cases acn of show at winning he must have ('inany condition of the system. 16 is a, compan
ged with wasting of flesh, night- Cleveland, on the other.
!Orman and Toledo. In Cincinnati the
most potent invigorating tonic and
strengthening riervine, nicely adapted sweats,weanatomach and poor digestion
Thus Foraker was enabled to split Cox organization has
with
faulty
no love for
assimil
ation,
and
which,
if the party
to woman's delicate system by a phyvote of the state and de- either Taft or Foraker. They
considsician of large experience in the treat- neglected or badly treated are apt to
ment of woman's peculiar ailments. lead to consumption, the "Discovery" rented Sherman in the presidentia7 er that Taft's Akron speech depran
has proven wonderfully successful in convention
of
l88i and to force My- ed them of the city's patron
Bad Symptoms. The woman who effecting cures.
age,
has periodical headaches, backache,sees
The formula is printed on every Kinley in 1895 to give him the seas- while Foraker. whom they supportimaginary dark spots or specks floating wrapper of"Golden Medical Discovery, torsaip in return for his (Foraker's) ed for
nears, quarreled with them
or dancing before her eyes, has gnawing attested as to correctness under
support ot McKinley for president many times, the
last and worst being
distress or heavy full feeling in stomach, and you can't afford to acceptoath,
the appointment of Judge Wright
faint spells, dragging-down feeling in substitute of unknoten composition any the neit year.
,
for
loiter abdominal orpelvic region, easily this non-secret remedy no matter a hat
In 1896 the Foraker people did an ancient enemy of the organt
zastartled or excited, irregular or painful selfish interests may prompt the dealer
not
keep faith but endeavored to pre- time, to a federal judgeship.
periods, with or without pelvic catarrh, to urge such upon you. In fact
it is vent McKinley gettin
is suffering front weaknesses and de- an insult to your intelligence for him
g a solid deiega-1, The organizancn wants
to
to recaplatillaeloanta thataalissuLd have _early ate do an You know what you want.and Goa of his own friends, al In MT
Uee be city tais fail, and, recogniztention. Not all of above synatitoins are it is his place to supply that want.
they almost defeated Senator Hanna. Mg that
likely to be present in any case anone
the independent •sentiment
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the
time.
original "Little Liver Pills" first put up Ar a result Senator Hanna started is for Taft, it 13 generally understood
out to destroy the Foraker organizeNeglected or badly treated and each by old Dr: Pierce over 40
tthelr views to the council at its first
that, they will forgive the Akron
years ago.
cases often run alto maladies which de- Much imitated, but never equale
smitten In May. As the dairymen
d. tion which he flnal:y succeeded in speech and pronounce
mand thy surgeon's knife if they do not They cleanse, invigorate and
for the secreregulate doing everywhere except in Cincin
have until June to comply with the
result fatally.
- i tary of war. Last gear Senator Fostomach, liver and bowels curing billlett. In Cleveland. Columbus, Day-raker
San medicine extant_ has such a long iousness and constipation. ,Little
ordinance, the council will have amgot into a furious controversy
sugarand num. ein ii-t
-767'wd of cures in ellen coated granules—easy to take as caedy. ton and Toledo new Hanna machines
with the Shippers' association of OBJ1X!1I TO HAVING' H EltI) TU- ple time to act.
case* as Dr.119•FiTe nkaavynre PrescripDr. Pierce may
took the place of the old Foraker Cincin
BERCULIN TI•leiTED.
tion. No na.
nati on the railroad rate ques.rdTErne has suet) a strong ;free 'of charge. be consulted by letter
Address Dr. R. V. machines while Hanna made
Professional indorsement of each of ite ; Pierce, Invalid
an al- lion, whi ch will do him much
s' Hotel and Surgical
harm.
,Brutus Balked.
several ingredients—worth more than ;Institute, Buffalo,
hence with Cox, then boss of Cind In
N.
Toledo the Taft people are
E. S. Willard, the Fanglish actor,
any number of ordinary non-profes- I Dr, Pierce's MedicaY.
einnati—thus leaving Foraker with- claimi
ng control of the situation. Cow Killed
sional testimonials. The very best in- !pages) is sent tree on l Adviser (1000,
and Found to lie Healthy says that the provincial English aureceipt of 21 one- out any support whatsoever.
gredients known to medical science for cent stamps for paperWalter Brown, chairman of the
diences greatly relish a witty intercovere
state
d,
—Deal
or
31
ers
Will Go Before
the cure of woman's peculiar ailments stamps for cloth-bound
The Hanna machine wanted Fora_ committee and head
copy.
Addres
s
ruptio
of
the
n of a performance. Mai WilToledo
enter into its composition. No alcohol, Dr. Pierre as above.
Council.
ker retired from the senate at the organization, has
thus far maintained
lard followed the statement with a
end of his first term, but he was re-:stric
t neutrality, but the indepe
,
story of an actor who played "Julius
ndelected at the recineat of McKinley ient strength of
naustareorawatan
that city Is for Taft.
Caesar" in a minor city. In tie Anal
who desired to preservea the appear-,
Lexington, Ky., April 13. The scene tilie
Foraker is depending on the negro
actor who was playing
l ance of harmony. The "harmony," vote,
the old soldier vote and the idairymen of this county are up in Brutus stabbed himself with a trick
however, ceased as soon as Foraker forces
o• the state organization. Th farms since a cow belonging to W. B. sword which allowed the blade to
was re-elected and Hanna intended i
e , Hawkins, which was condemned by
1
negro
vote
is small and the old sol-I
The entire stock of Clothing, Shoes, Hats, Caps and Gents'
to retire him at the expiration of hls,dier
vote is divided. The fact is, the the official veterarian as having tu
Furnishing Goods to be sold at less than one-third cost.
isecond term. probably to put Taft instate
Also
sia, alien killed and examined
commander of the Grand Army'berctno
a large line of Musical Instruments, Guns, Pistol
. .
s, Sporting
l as his successor.
a-as rounc
isaid last•Sunclav that in his
to be i n an apparently
Goods and Jk-welr.‘—all slightly damaged by water. Entir
travel
s
e
1 When Hanna died, Dick, who had over the state
stock must be sold at once, so come and get first choice.
he found the Taft sem !healthy condition. Today a commitbeen his campaign
Itee of dairymen, 'needed by Capt.
manager, wasnlment overwhelming, and that
"most
Sale Starts Saturday, April 13, 9 a. m. !elected to the senate. Two years ago,of the comrades
The
i Jack Clark, waited
were for Taft."
upon
Mas or
!be came out - for Taft for presidentn state organi
zation has been fighting'Combs and protested against the ene
I
and grganIxed a Taft club in hin own1 Foraker since
1899, and it will be :forcernent of the city ordinance
city of Akron. It wag at Akiton, i n ; hd
ar for eDnicekm3toagainstane themo
oTfhtehepo
ir thne
o
afp for
trd
:h4(
fojar
211 BROADWAY, Near Second Street the campaign of 1905,that Taft madetheir
one
th r II;atuberdrcinigilatrhegetesrmtlsa.g
, his speech declaring for Herrick for,own faction.
the dairymen object to is the (lettere
ammomilmomor,
'governor, but against the Cox organ-1 Dick la far
more worried by Rep- which authorizes the bealiin officer to
._ • resentative Burton's
candidacy for require the tuberculin test of -any
,senator than that of Taft for presi- herd which is suspected of tubercu• dent for if Burton defeat
s Foraker losis. The dairymen claim that the
I
'
!that would put the two
senators test is by no means infallible, and
Ifrom the same section of
the state. that the injection of the serum may
!thereby prehaging his own defeat
two infect a previously healthy cow.
1 years later. It has been
stated that
The committee declared that
they
Foraker and Dick are willing
to ac- intend
ed to appear before the
cept Taft for president if
city
Foraker is
council and urge that this portion
Indorsed for senator.
of
Foraker Seeking Compromise
the ordinance be repealed.
.
The
The Taft men charge that
Foraker mayor suggested that the city
board
is seeking to force another
compro- of health should
also appear before
mise, as he did with McKanley,the
rethe council and both bodies presen
by securing his re-election
t
to the
senate. For this reason
Foraker
wants It an settled in a state
convention that is to nominate
IS candidates for places on the state
ticket
one year hence and Indors
e a caolldate for president and .sen
But don't nee the old-fashioned
ator.
moth balls, with their offensive
The Taft people demand a
straight
vote of the paopit for
odor.
•
presiatintial 1
and senatorial preference.
Which It i
Tar
Mot
h
And
ti to be, the st-itte commi
ttee must :
+r
Powder, 25c
decide. The state law makes no
pro- : Is more etIecti
ve,
has very little
viekin for a primary, and if
one is I odor, and, being
a powder, goes
held some one will have
to raise
mita farther.
about $50.000 to meet the
expenses
of caerks, judges, etc.,
White Tar PreHowever, Foraker Is Ft nnrionaire, as is
Taft's
ser
ving Camphor,
brother and manager. Charles
P.
25 Cents
Taft.
I
, The friends 0 Secretary Taft
iv perfect disinfectant as well
export much from the presid
The largest selling shoes in
as a moth destroyer It's a One,
ent personall
clean white powder and this
y, as well tot from al. poputhe world, they lime attained
larity in Ohio. The recent appoin
large box will last for nionths
tfavor only by their merit.
went of Judge Sater of Colum
And while you are about the
bus
work of ousting insects, get
, was a direct move on the part of
a
the
We have these' splendid
tan of
president to aid the Taft boom. The
Thoes in patents, vieis. calf, , term of George Waldorf as collector
Fludisch's
of internal revenue at Toledo
having
gnu metal, high or low shoes,
Rug Destroyer
expired, Senators Foraker and Dick
and exterminate all the bed
and in a gret range of lasts.
reeommended General McMacker for
bugs
It kills them off absoI the vacancy.' He will not, however. be
lutely, as well RR their broods.
I appointed, but the president will apAmerican I ady Shoes
point the man who can do the most
$2.50, $3.00, $3.50
'good for. Secretary Ttaft.
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IS INTERESTING

Good health,
Good cheer!
Long life, if you
Drink Belvedere---

,pr.le
n ce's

The Master Brew.

Beer is conceded by recognized authorities as one of
the best tonics. Especially is it recommended in the
run-down, tired out conditions.
•

Belvedere, the Paducah beer, is a master brew,, the
purest of beers. Nlade of the best, carefully selected
ingredients with that idea -uppermost, each year sees
it grow in favor.

The proper use of good beer is recommended by all
competent medical authorities. So make it
•

Belvedere,the Paducah Beer
All the Time.

DAIRYMEN ANGRY

FIRE, WATER AND SMOKE

slide into the hilt. When
the actor
tried to stab himself by pushin
g the
sword to his breast the blade
refused
to slide and despite his earnes
t endeavors he could not work the
shaft
of steel into the hilt. After
several
strenuous trials a cockney
shouted
from the gallery. "lam' but ain't
'e a
tough chap?" —Atlanta Consti
tnHon

5.

long train of circuminancee
may have created some of the low
prices in today's tide.
The first American paper money
was made in 1740. -

B. MICHAEL

3000 Subscribers

I

This Tells the Tale.

1 EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE CO.

Look Out for Moths

The American Lady

BOTTLING in bond

all right, but there
must be quality behind the
little green stamp. All
bonded bottling looks alike
to Uncle Sam as long as
the tax has been paid.
Discriminating people that
know prefer

White

COOK
WITH
GAS

Easier
Cheaper
Cleaner

The American
Gentleman

Are Shoes of Dlitinc ion

Early Times

Jack _Bieam

American Gentleman
$3 50, 14.50

LENDLER & LYDON

nome Of the nralcroneIp Laterptad
a'liar the ifig:1'tialleti tenant-1m
ved without their hate on,"
Great Britain
Imports ennimay
ft am New Zealand over 00.000,044
rabbits.

GILBERT'S
Drug'Store
4th and Broadway

Agent for original A tlegretti
Dandled
•010,61•11..

4

—

,

The Paducah,light,& Power Co:

•

•

ra•el.

r10.77" .

.e
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3rainache
•

0

•

' Press your finger down hard on
the back of your hand, lift it quickly
and ,see how long the white spot
remains. If it does not disappear in
two seconds, the cause of your headache (brain-ache) is proven—uric
acid.
. In this trouble uric acid does not
act in the same way as in most other
uric acid diseases. The uric acid
grains are so fine that the blood holds
them in suspension, and becomes
thick with the impurity. Now, with
every- pulsationt the heart forces the
blood stream through the farthest and
tiniest veins of the body. But if
the blood is thick with uric acid it
cannot pass through these tiny veins.
The heart then pounds away with all
.; might trying to force the blood
1.nrough, and the result is high blood
pressure in the big arteries that lead
to the brain, and the very sensitive
brain-walls are overstrained. This
uric acid condition also causes Wight's
Disease, diabetes, dropsy, etc.
It is dangerous to relieve brainache
with sedatives, they only weaken the
heart' action. The heart should
NEVER be interfered with. You
must clear the blood of uric acid sothat
it can flow freely without over-working the heart. LIFE PLANT has the
power, given it by Nature, to dissolve
and thoroughly clean out the excess
of uric 4cid in the blood. Every.
day you take LIFE PLANT' your
brain-ache will grow less and fess
-until it goes away altogether; your
blood is made clear and strong, and
your heart pumps away like a fine,
powerful machine. Don't wait for
the next attack. Begin taking LIFE
PLANT NO W.
. Read
what Theore Lamting, of
.
•
Dennisoin, Ohio, says:

THE PADI7CAll EVENING SUN.

A MAKER
OF HISTORY
By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM,
Author of "The Master Mummer," "A Prince of Sinners." "Mysterious Mr.
Sabin." "Aram the Adventuress." Etc.
Copyright. 1903. 1906. by LITTLE, BROWN. and COMPANY.

(Continued from Yesterday.)

10AGE SEVEN.

MANUAL TRAINING Just a Few Uses as a Medicine di"IN HIGH SCHOOL

Very highly
recommended for
chronic (I)spepSia
and indigestion,
also habitual constipation.
0r
children it will be
Great Success
und useful in
At Cairo
colds, hoarseness,
and for weak,
sickly children it
Librarian Writes Interesting Letter
is par excellence
to fembers of Alumni .ts.
tS a tonic and
!krill builder, tonitociation.
+rig up the stomach
end correctilaglinligestion and a
I St'0U RAG I NG START IS MADE
iisp oSi tion to_
ea rd constipation
We can
recetumend this
Manual traiaing in the public
to be absoluteschools of Calrii seems to have bely the purest oil
come an intrinsic
part of their
•n the market.
sibeme of education, judging from a
We have it in lac,
M.• and Si bottles,
letter received by the Paducah High
lure it a trial and
School Alumni association, from Mlss
toe cenvinced of its
Lizzie L. Powell, the librarian, one
value.
We caibo u,.se a compiete new stock
of the brightest women in this section. Cairo started four years ago of drugs, chemicals, patent medicines
and toilet articles. A full line of Palin a modest way, and now nearly a:1
mer's and !tuella; perfumes and toilet
the pupils take manual training, al- preparations. Prescriptions tilled by
though it Is not compulsory. The dis- registered pharmacists only. Free
couragement met with by progress- telephone. Delivery to any part of
She city.
ive Cairo people at the outset, is en-

W. F. Paxton,
President.

R. Rudy,
Cashier.

P. Puryese
ABIES1A

at Cashier.

CITIZENS' SAVINfiS BANK

Practiced With

1

Incorporated

Capital
Surplus
altotisholders liabiaty

$100,000
50,000
100,000

Tetal atearrity to depositors
$250,000
Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to aildhe name
courteous treatmenL

cer turned to his friend.
CHAPTER X.
"Have you met," he asked,"with any
UNCOMBE had the nerves and success?"
temperament of the young
"None," Duncombe answered gloomEnglishman of his class, whose ily.
life is mostly spent 'out of
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 OCLOCK.
"I have something to tell you," Spendoors and who has been an athlete all cer continued. "No, it Is not good
his days. But nevertheless at that mo- news," he added hastily. "It is more
ment be was afraid. Something in the a personal matter. It is of 'something
stillness of the room oppressed him. which has happened to myself."
Ile could see nothing, hearing nothing,
Dturcombe sighed.
except the clock tickingsupon the num.
"Go on," he said.
telpiece. And yet he was afraid.
"For twenty-two and a half years,"
lie fumbled desperately in his pocket Spencer said, "I have lived in Paris
for his matchbox. Whep he had found as the correspondent to various Engit he discovered that it was empty. lish journals.. I have made many
With a sense of positive relief he back- friends, and it has been considered
ed out of the room and hastily de- among all my fellow journalists that I
scended the stairs. The old lady was have had the ear of more influential
still in her sitting room reaelog the people in politics and society here than
paper. She set it down at hie entrance any other writer. Today I have reand looked at him over the top of her signed my position."
spectacles.
Duueombe managed to summon up
"Pardon, snatieme," he said. remov- enough interest to be surprised.
couragement to the Paducah
pioing his hat. "I find ihe rooms of ma(To He Continued.)
lath Plows 156. Severn rid Broatwir.
demoiselle are open, but all Is in darkneers.
ness. .1 cannot make any one hear."
PILES! PILES! PILES!
The letter of Miss Powell speaks
Madame took up her paper.
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will for itself and gives a good general
FIREMAN'S CLOSE CALL.
-Then mademoiselle is probably out," cure Blind, Bleeding and
Itching
'Idea
of
training
manual
as
practiced
she declared. "It is generally so at Piles. It absorbs the tumors, allays
Steps Into Deep Hole At Cairo and
this hour.. Monsieur can leave his itching at once, acts as a poultice, there:
Falls.
name."
gives instant relief. Williams' Indian
"You will find it a good plan to
"But the doors a;e all open," Dun- Pile Ointment is prepared- for Piles work up an interest In the subject
J. R. Wilkins, a fireman on the
Capital
$230,000.00
and itching of the private parts. Sold
9orbe aald.
, •
among your citizens, as well as your IllIncei Central running between CaiSurplus and undivided profits
100,000.00
druggists,
mail
by
50c
$1.00.
and
Ita presently gait ilihde thew," mabe ro and Paducah, residing at 1619
Stockholder* liability
=0,000.00
Williams' M'f'g Co., Props., Cleve- school board. It will probably
Have been troubled with sick headache fax dame answered. "The careless 'sassy!"
discouragine but your intelligent George street, owes his escape from
land, 0.
lean, and by indigestion and costiveness. Have
Du.ucombe produced d small piece of
persistence will in time no doubt probable serious injuries to ills presTotal
a-560,000.00
tried a dozen remedies, but all were failures. Aa a gold. Madame laid down the paper at
tast re•ort was induced to try Life Plant. Am once. She looked at It as though ready
ence of mind. Wilkins tires on the
bring about the result desired.
Total resources
$085,553.23
tow using the fourth bottle. I have no mote
Professor Clendenen, _superintend- Cairo-Paducah accommodation trains.
to snatch it (row his hand.
DIRECIORS:
Slik headaches, and to those alilicted with stomach
**Madame would oblige me very mutt
ent of our city schools, worked long and this morning en1Cairo started to
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; J. A.
trouble I ay try Life Plant and be convinced of
if she .would ascend with as at once."
and faithfully to accomplish his ob- climb aboard his
what it will do."
me. There was
Railer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
Duncombe said. "I shoal like to
ject. (About a year) At some time in a deep hole near his engine and in
If you are a sufferer from any make
Wholosale Drags; H. A..Petter, of II. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
qpite sure whether the young IS ORGANIZED AT ME LIIER BY
the early stages of the plan Profes- stepping on the engine Wilkins miss;
ailment, write your symptoms fully lady is there or not."
Supplies; C. F. Rk•ke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods;
PADUCAH CHAPTER.
sor Woodward, of Washington Uni- ed the step and fell into the hole.
to I. J. Mixer, M. D., President of
aluscoe Burnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad. Water Co.
Madame was on her feet 'kith reversity, St. Louis, as you know, a His leg was badly -wrenched and he
the Lite Plant Co., Cantor, Ohio, markable celerity. She accepted the
. ON, President...
GEO. C. THOMPS
great- advocate of manual training, was hardly ab'e to fire his engine to
and get his personal advice free. coin and earefullyspliced it in a purse
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
this moral:e.g.
Our helpful book-GOOD HEALTH drawn from lenuescliere among the New Chapter Starts Out With Mem- and one of the best authorities in Paducah
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.
,
•
•mailed free on request.
folds of her voluminous skirts.
the United States, delivered a lecbership of Twenty— Large
"We shall need a candle." Dunconthe
THE LIFE PLANT CO., Canton. 0.
ture
(I
believe
house
opera
pe the
it
Eightetra:ned oarsmen pulling a
Numbs". Attend.
remituled her.
the time
the boat exert about two horse -power.
at
of
was
She
lit
talking-ail
a
lamp,
the
while.
graduating
"me, come, my little man," exexercises
of
High
"Monsieur is very generous." she de-,
school pupils took place). He illusclaimed old Mr. Cherry. "I wouldn't dared. "Mlle. Flossie is a charming
•••••••
was instituted trated his lecture with some speci, The Eastern Star
or Money Back
young lady. No wonder she has many
. cry like that."
night at Melber by the officers mens, I believe not a great man)-,and
'ast
friends. shore was one." she continuConeract given, backed by 1300.000.00 capital and 18 years' success
"All Tighe"- replied
the
boy. ed. "who-came here with her this aft- of the Paducah chapter. Mrs. H. G. the audience looked at them after
through his SCAM 4
seive•tsesu ernoon, but, he left alums* at once," she Johnston, of the lodge in this- city, the lecture more thoroughly,and ask%wan.
the authority from
the ed questions.
a soak back of the ear with a stone added hastily, aware of her indiscre- received
28 Colleges in 16 States. Indorsed by business men. No vacation
like I got an' see how you'd do it."— tion. "Ah, tbese stairs! They grow grand patron of Kentucky to instiThe Woman's club was interested
Bookkeeping, Short. completing courfe
For "Cotalogne H." on
for
one
so
corpulent.
At
steelier
last:"
tate the lodge. The new branch be- and did something in,the way of
Phradelphia Press.
ha ad, Penman ship, Home Study or “Catalo
Pgue '' on attending
ask• She pushed- open the door and went gin" with a membership of twenty
Law. Letter Writ1',g. English. Drawing, Mud College. phone (o'ch 1755, or esti on or address
ing interest and. I think, donation
eUeways dolvp . the isetrew passage. and
trating, ec. ..M..tiey hack it not satiefied ri!te:. Manager Draughon's Practical Businesseollege:
much enthusiasm. The officers and contributed $25 fro mthe club's
IalViZetlY they
ateral it they bad
PADUCAH.316 Broadway; or Evansville, St. Louis, or Memphis.
members
and
chapPaducah
the
of
Clendenen
treasury. Then Professor
a view of the room beyond. Madame
ter
in
Melber
wade
a
to
the
trip
went to different citizens and solic- Some Palos, ittlligut, Scabby skin
cried out. and Duncombe felt all his
FEDERAL COURT OPENS
Diseases.
1:W11e fears spring.into a terrified ap- wagob leaving the city yesterday af- ited donations.
Permanently cured by taking Botanic
IS PADUCAH ON MONDAY
aaephension of actual evil,
ternoon at 6 o'clock and arriving at
Most of the donations were from Blood Balm.. If you have aches and
regular
The
April term of Federal
pains
in
hones,
back
and
joints.
had
window
curtain
the
before
Itching
•The
Melber last night at id °Sleek. On the :umber people, but lot all. Some Seariby
METROPOLIS, ILL.
Skin. Blood feels hot or thin: court will convene Monday at
thei
In most eases are direct results
been hastily drawn, but the lamp the return trip
left at
Swollen
they
Glands,
2 donations were as mu
Risings
and
Bumps on
as $100. In
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
of WEAK KIDNEYS and INthe Skin, Mucus Patches in Mouth, Sore custom house, Judge Walter Evans.'
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SUMMER IN TOMBS
FOR HARRY THAW
Indications

Are

Not

Bright

DELMAS' BREAK
IS CRITICIZED

for

Speedy Trial of Fauiious Prisot
ate•

That eDententIa Americana" Weak
-

c.

—How Jury Voted as to His Guilt

ened Argutnent for 'Statutory In-

or Innocence.

sanity and Other Attorneys Say It
()weed Adverse Vote of Jury
ARGUE FOR RELEASE ON
BAIL.
OUTSPOKEN
New York, April 13.—Hopelesely
divided., seven for a verdict of guilty
of mueder in the Brat degree, five for
acquittal; on th4 ground of insani
ty
the jury in the Thaw case repor
ted
after 47 hours' deliberation that it
could not agree upon a verdict. The
jury
was promptly discharged
by
Jutelce Fitzgerald, who declared
he.
too, believed their task was hopeless.
Thaw was remanded to the Tomb
s
without ball to await second trial.
When this new trial wil4 take place
no one connected tvitt the case
could
express an opinion. Jerome decla
red
there were many other persons
accused of homiCide awaiting neat and
that Thaw would have te take his
turn with the rest.
As to a possible change of venue,
both the district attorney and couns
el
for Thaw declared ;hey eould make
no such move
it was 4:2.5 o'clock when the jury
-tiled into the court room. Justic
e
Fitzgerald had determined to let them
fight it out among themselves until
they should eall for assistance. This
appeal came at 4:1.5 and the attorneys were called in. Justice Fitzgerald notified them of the jury's
communication
that disagreement
seethed inevitable. After a brief
oourt room proceedings at which disagreement was pubEely announced,
the jury was dismissed and the
prisoner remanded.

_
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A

THE 81.111111KIT.

furor Steele said: "The jury con-,idered insanity in many phases. But
did not give the subJect,of wrong
ed
womanhood any lengthy debate,
in
fact, scarcely any, It was touch
ed
upon and quickly dropped."
&Reilly, of Thaw's counsel, said:
"I confess I am disappeepted. I
really expected
acquittal. Perhaps
now, In view of the verdict, pelnr
as
made a mistake in using the
term
'dementia Americana,' but he
made
in honest effort and it might
have
been a mistake of judgment."
Attorney Gleason said:
"The dleagettement of the
jury is
dlitauperitting, of oouree. It was
unfortunate, the Insistence uppn the
unwritten_law characterized as
'dementia Americana.' If, Instead of this
the
taunt*: had dwelt upon statutory
in'vanity of Thaw, which was
plainly
uraven, he Night have been
acquitted."
,

In the Jury Room.
The story of tfie proceedings In the
Jury room far outranked in intere
st
the brief court proceedlegs which
brought the famous trite to a close.
It developed that. the jury had eon- favored conviction. Eight ballots in Newton, Joseph B.
Bolton and Ber- Action were: Smith, th.e foreman;
seven for a first degree convi
sidered e'verything connected with
ction; 12:2e o'clock
,nard G Erstman.
the all were cast.
in the afternoon, All
Pfaffa, Bret-Ice, Brearley. Denne, Bol- and four
erse except the "unwritten law."
for acquittal; one Ihretman
The entire story of what transpired ,
the jurors shbwed they were of
For acquittal on .ground of instill ton, Newt
the
on
ana Erstman. The for man.slaughter.
The first vote was S to 4 In favor In the jury room was to:d
On the fifth ballet tame mind
by one o; tty—Osear A. Pink,
as before. excepting Brear
Henry C. Harney. men who voted to set. Thaw free Denn
of conviction. Then the Jury tried the jutors. liseary C. Harne
e changed to acquittal The
y. a manu- 'Malcolm 9,'Fras
rest :ey, who,
er. Wilbur F. Steele were Pink, Harney, Fraser
in addition to voting for
to-reach a verdkt on man -laughter facturer of pianos. The final
and of the jurors except Pfaff
baeot and John S. Deune.
a who ned
manslegghter In the first degree addIn the first degree. those favoring ac- was for conviction
voted for murder In tffe first
of-murder In the
degree ed that
"About teh minutes after ire reach
tbe defendant sbould be recquittal, iargely on the ground of
Half an hour later a second ballot decided that Thaw was only
In- first degree.
guilty -of omme
ed
the
jury
room
nded te' the mercy of the court.
we
took
first
the
showe
sanity, it is said, would not change
hed
d
and the third hal- manslaughter In the first degre
For convietion—oenieng 13. Smith, ballot
e.
and it resulted In eight to four lot was the same.
"The eighth and last ballot, taken
their Jlots and in the end won over
The [earth ballot, There was no change on the
foreman; George Pfaffa. Charees tor
.six
conviction of murder In the first 'taken Thurs
at 3145 o'clock showed a most
• •ft side one of the eight who
day afternoon after hav- ballot.
remark
Fecke. Harry C. Breerley, Charles I). de tee.
The men who voted, for con- ing the testimony re-read
tabPe change in the entire jury.
resulted In
Five
The seventh tralir,ot was taken
aewho had voted for absolute acqui
e

b

5-

-.hanged their ballots to not
gpilty on
he ground of insanity but the
remain
der of the jury, all of whom
, with
lie exception of Pfaffa
had voted for
manslaughter, made ttp their
minds
that Thaw was guilty of
mufder in
the first degree and voted
aeoording'ye This practically ended
the deliberations and jurors arriv
ing at the
conclusion that they could
never
agree and asited to be disch
arged.
What Trial Cost.
The cost Is the county is
put at
sieeetee The cost to the
Thaw family is about $236,000.
Expert testimony cost the Thaw
s
$45,000. Dr. gvans received
$10,000
for "brainstorm." Attorneys'
fees
are $14,0,000. On good
authority,
$1043,000 is said
to be
the sum
agreed upon as Lawyer Delma
s' fee,
With an added bonus in case
of an
acquittal.
Expenses of detectives. $15.000.
Special meals for the prisoner,
11,500, traveling expenses from En.
mite of Members of the famil
y, $1,0.00.

fireat Sale of Spring's Newest, Nobbiest and Best Mercha
ndise

STYLE, QUALITY and LOW PRICES are thr
ee factors winning success for this Big Store. OUR
crowds. Hundreds of new tailored SUITS and SK
IRTS for women have arrived since Easter. OthMILLINERY PRICES are drawing
er stores' bargain prices are only
this store's everyday prices. Everybody has a standing
invitation to come here and see.
Big New Lot of Millinery

4

Ready for Next Week

Another big purchase of the season's most fashionable hats Will be on display. Prices that buy ordinary
hats on Broadway will buy reproductions of stunning
French creations here. Exacting women are choosing
this atom for millinery.

Ladies' Suits Away Under Ordinary Prices
Silk Suits at $10 to $20. Panama Suits at $10,
/11, $12 and
Voile Suits at $15, $18, $20 and $25
that are not matched by other stores for less than /35.

Harbour's

• The Economy Center of Paducah for Women's
Stylish Suits, Chic Coats, and Dainty Waists
Three great asshrtmeats have reached us for next
week's selling, ,Other stores' bargain price
s
nearly so good as our regular everyday prices. are not
There is
great charm and beauty iu the Skirts, Suits
and Waists
here for next week's sale.

Extra Silk Values
Black Taffetas, ;16 inches wide, on special sale
next
week at 9Sc a yard.
Stylish Paper Patterns at 10c and 15c each.

Skirts That Come Up to the Requirement

A great sale of handsome Voile Skirla
unmatehable
in quality and styles at these prices—$10,
$11, $12 aad
115. Beautiful Skirts at /5, $5.50,
15.50, $7.50 and
18.50 each.

A Big Display of Beautiful Spring and
Sum.
•mer Dress Fabrics
•
•
A great range of checks and
plaids in spring Suit,
ipgs _at 50e, The, $1 and $1.25 a yard. They
goods than we could buy again to sell at theseare better
prices.

e0artment Store

,0

Good Shoe Values
Hundreds of styles and thousands
of pairs to choose
from. The prices are prices that we
cannot now buy
the same shoes to sell for. We itiot
e no prices here,
but their adaptability will meet the
majority of de
mends up to men's and women'. $4
patent leather high
and low shoes.

North Third Street
JUST OFF BR.OADWAY

4

